**Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Drama Series**

**Absentia**

Emily realizes that Rex Wolf was working for someone connected to both her past and her present. She finds she can rely on Nick for help, but how to make sense of the puzzle? Emily resorts to extreme measures when she realizes the threat is close to home.

David Michael Maurer, ACE, Editor

**The Affair**

Episode 503

Sasha proposes adjustments to Noah's script. Sasha's relationship with Helen blossoms, and Noah takes notice. Bruce's condition worsens. Joanie's business trip leads to violent encounters.

Scott Van Beever, Editor

**The Affair**

Episode 511

It's Whitney's wedding day and everything comes full circle.

David Bilow, Editor

**All American**

Coming Home

Family is everything. Spencer, Grace, Dillon and Darnell venture off to try and find Corey before he dies. Meanwhile, Billy hires a therapist in an attempt to mend his own fractured family.

Finnian Murray, Editor

**Altered Carbon**

Broken Angels

With the fate of the whole planet on the line, Kovacs, Quell and team race to find Konrad Harlan and stop a catastrophic blast of Angelfire.

Geoff Ashenhurst, CCE, Editor

**Amazing Stories**

The Heat

Tuka and Sterling are best friends whose bond transcends the physical world as they follow their dreams after tragedy strikes.

Geofrey Hildrew, ACE, Editor
Anne With An E
A Secret Which I Desired To Divine
Anne meets a kindred spirit from a nearby Mi’kmaq village, then launches a bold quest for her 16th birthday: to learn about her lineage.

Lisa Grootenboer, CCE, Editor

Anne With An E
A Strong Effort Of The Spirit Of Good
After speaking her mind in print, Anne inflames the town — but she refuses to be silenced. A secret drives Anne and Diana apart.

D. Gillian Truster, CCE, Editor

Another Life
Across The Universe
After saying goodbye to her family on Earth, Niko wakes in space to find the Salvare off course and divided loyalties among her young crew.

Stein Myhrstad, Editor

Another Life
Guilt Trip
A ship malfunction leaves Niko trapped in a state of deep sleep, where she dreams again and again about the worst day of her life.

Jamie Alain, Editor

Armistead Maupin's Tales Of The City
Days Of Small Surrenders
In a flashback to the 1960s, Anna arrives in San Francisco, befriends some trans women and starts dating a man. But she soon finds her loyalties tested.

Aaron Kuhn, Editor

Better Call Saul
Bad Choice Road
In the wake of Jimmy’s traumatic misadventure, Kim takes stock of what is important. Jimmy attempts to return to business as usual, but it’s more difficult than anticipated. Gus and Mike set a plan in motion.

Chris McCaleb, ACE, Editor
Joey Liew, Editor
**Better Call Saul**

Bagman
When a simple errand for a client goes sideways, Jimmy is pushed to the limit. Mike takes measures to contain the wrath of the cartel, and Lalo gets an unexpected visitor.

Skip Macdonald, ACE, Editor
Joey Reinisch, Editor

**Better Call Saul**

Magic Man
Now doing business as "Saul Goodman," Jimmy unveils an unorthodox strategy for client development that tests Kim's tolerance of his new legal persona. Lalo searches for the mysterious "Michael," only to discover a problem within his own operation.

Chris McCaleb, ACE, Editor

**Better Call Saul**

Something Unforgivable
Jimmy and Kim make a sideways move that takes a serious turn. Nacho gets closer to the cartel than he'd like.

Skip Macdonald, ACE, Editor

**Billions**

Contract
Axe must reckon with his past to secure his future. Chuck plots against Axe with the help of some old associates. Chuck and Wendy both try to move on, but get forced together by an emergency. Wendy and Taylor embark on a new venture.

Louis Cioffi, ACE, Editor

**Black Mirror**

Smithereens
A London rideshare driver ignites an international crisis when he kidnaps a worker from a social media company.

Jamie Pearson, Editor

**Blood**

Deep Water
Jim Hogan returns home a year later, stripped of his medical license and determined to make amends with his family. But his path to redemption hits a roadblock, and then Fiona has a car accident that changes everything.

Derek Holland, Editor
Bluff City Law
25 Years To Life
The fate of an innocent man is in the hand of Elijah and Jake. Meanwhile, Sydney and Anthony take a case brought by their old professor, and it may be more that it seems.

Scott Boyd, ACE, Editor

The Bold Type
#scarlet
Kat is faced with a past regret, while Jane spirals into anxiety over her first mammogram. And Sutton and Richard hit a snag with their long-distance relationship.

Kimberly Ettinger, Editor

The Bold Type
5, 6, 7, 8
Jane decides to throw Sutton an epic bachelorette party, but the bride can’t quite bring herself to enjoy the festivities. Kat learns surprising info about RJ, which leads her to question the company’s morals. Jane gets career news while facing some devastating personal issues.

Stephen Philipson, CCE, Editor

The Bold Type
Some Kind Of Wonderful
Sutton and Richard’s wedding day is here, and Sutton is faced with a big decision. Jane tries to celebrate her friends, while struggling to process recent discoveries. And Kat’s continuing crusade against the board has unexpected and life-altering consequences.

Loretta Ball, Editor

Bosch
Dark Sacred Night
Bosch closes in on a suspect in the Daisy Clayton murder. Edgar discovers Avril is as cunning as ever. The car czar makes a hard play to force Irving out of the mayoral race, and IA investigates the complaint against Billets. In Bosch’s crosshairs, Daisy’s killer makes a shocking confession.

Steven Cohen, ACE, Editor

Bosch
Some Measure Of Justice
Irving and Maddie make big decisions about their futures. Bosch and Edgar, share bitter frustration with a system that has seemingly failed them. But with the motion hearing on the Kent murder case, they’re each faced with a choice: to let things go, or take matters into their own hands.

Kevin Casey, Editor
**The Boys**

Get Some

The Race of the Century. The Boys are reunited and it feels so good. Butcher and Homelander stare into each others eyes while Hughie and Starlight do the same. Popclaw's got a problem with the V and her landlord.

David Kaldor, Editor

---

**The Boys**

Good For The Soul

The Boys head to the "Believe" Expo to follow a promising lead in their ongoing war against the Supes. There might -- MIGHT -- be a homicidal infant, but it remains to be seen.

Nona Khodai, Editor

---

**The Boys**

Name Of The Game

When a Supe kills the love of his life, A/V salesman Hughie Campbell teams up with Billy Butcher, a vigilante hell-bent on punishing corrupt Supes -- and Hughie's life will never be the same again.

David Trachtenberg, ACE, Editor

---

**Carnival Row**

The Gloaming

As tensions rise on Carnival Row, Philo must confront both darkness incarnate and the evil that controls it. Vignette gleans the true nature of The Burgue. Imogen lets her feelings for Agreus go unbridled. Breakspear's secrets catch up to him.

Paul Trejo, ACE, Editor

---

**Carnival Row**

The Joining Of Unlike Things

Philo investigates the murder of his childhood headmaster. Vignette ingratiates herself into the Black Raven. Imogen hatches a plan to help her brother. Breakspear goes on the offensive with Longerbane.

Patrick McMahon, ACE, Editor

Alex Luna, Editor

---

**Carnival Row**

Kingdoms Of The Moon

Once, as a Burguish soldier, Philo was tasked with protecting a faerish mimasery. While The Pact bears down on them, Philo meets Vignette and finds love in the most unlikely of places.

Patrick McMahon, ACE, Editor
**Carnival Row**

Some Dark God Wakes

Rycroft "Philo" Philostrate investigates Unseelie Jack, a mysterious assailant with a grudge against the fae. Vignette Stonemoss barely escapes Tirnanoc with her life and arrives in The Burgue looking for a fresh start. Imogen Spurnrose meets her new neighbor. In Parliament, the fight over the critch heats up.

Michael Ruscio, ACE, Editor
Emily E. Greene, Editor

---

**Chicago Fire**

Where We End Up

A pest control problem forces the S1 team to temporarily bunk with Firehouse 20. All under the same roof, Casey clashes with Capt. Delaney while Foster, Kidd and Brett fear Capt. Leone has it out for them. Boden mulls a procedural overhaul.

Adam Stilestein, Editor

---

**Chicago Med**

The Ghosts Of The Past

Nurse Maggie and her beau Ben get married. Drs. Manning and Charles assist in a complicated case helping a 4-year old. Drs. Choi and Marcel tend to a police officer with a mysterious gunshot wound to the abdomen.

Lillian E. Benson, ACE, Editor

---

**Chilling Adventures Of Sabrina**

Chapter Twenty-One: The Hellbound Heart


Amy Parks, Editor

---

**Chilling Adventures Of Sabrina**

Chapter Twenty-Six: All Of Them Witches

Zelda attempts to forge a supernatural alliance, Sabrina and the gang work with Caliban, and Hilda's transformation takes a terrifying turn.

Leigh Dodson, Editor

---

**City On A Hill**

The Night Flynn Sent The Cops On The Ice

In early '90s Boston, renowned FBI agent Jackie Rohr does not mind the culture of corruption or quid-pro-quo politics. But ambitious new Assistant District Attorney Decourcy Ward wants to uproot the system. When an armored truck heist in Revere goes wrong, Jackie and Decourcy struggle to align their moral compasses.

Joseph Hobeck, ACE, Editor
Jim Stewart, ACE, Editor
City On A Hill
There Are No F**king Sides
Jackie thinks he's a step closer to glory - but Decourcy is the one in a position to negotiate. Jimmy and Frankie must find a new dealer, while Cathy and Jenny struggle to comfort their daughters who’ve undergone trauma. Rachel decides to take her investigation into her own hands.

Deborah Moran, ACE, Editor

Council Of Dads
Pilot
The Perry family comes together to deal with dad Scott Perry's health crisis. Scott reveals he has a plan to create a "Council of Dads" that would be there for the family if anything should happen to him.

Philip Fowler, Editor

Criminal Minds
And In The End...
Criminal Minds Series Finale. The BAU completes one last manhunt before sharing a loving and tearful goodbye.

Hibah Schweitzer, ACE, Editor

The Crown
Aberfan
Following a tragic accident at a Welsh mining village that quickly becomes political, both Elizabeth and Wilson struggle with their responses.

Yan Miles, ACE, Editor

The Crown
Cri De Coeur
As her marriage disintegrates, Margaret seeks comfort elsewhere. But her fragile state of mind and lack of family support make true happiness elusive.

Celia Haining, Editor

Dare Me
Parallel Trenches
The party fallout wreaks havoc on Addy, Beth and Colette’s nerves, leading to a shocking accident.

Nathan Easterling, Editor

Dare Me
Scorched Earth
Amid the heat of Regionals, Addy, Beth and Colette decide what matters most, leading to a faceoff.

Jeff Israel, Editor
David Makes Man

Dai Out
David and his little brother, JG, visit JG's grandfather in Overtown, and they are joined by Raynan; later, Raynan and David visit Raynan's uncle, who wants David to participate in a drug operation.

Avril Beukes, ACE, Editor

David Makes Man

David's Sky
Wanting to do well at school, David ends up in an altercation with his best friend, Seren; at home, David acts as a lookout for his neighborhood at the request of Raynan; Gloria leans on David; the truth about David's friend, Sky, is revealed.

Sarah C. Reeves, Editor

David Makes Man

Son Of Man
As David & Raynan plan their next moves on pushing prescription drugs, The Ville celebrates Halloween. Seren offers a solemn goodbye to David. Haunted by Sky's murder, David confronts some of his own fears and finally takes on his position as heir apparent to The Ville to fill Sky's shoes.

Sasha Dylan Bell, Editor

Daybreak

Josh vs. The Apocalypse: Part 1
Sure, Los Angeles is now a post-apocalyptic wasteland, but it's not all bad. In fact, for C-student survivor Josh Wheeler, it's a big improvement.

Jonathan Corn, ACE, Editor

Daybreak

The Slime Queenpin Of Glendale, CA
What makes Angelica tick, tick, tick? The misunderstood child sociopath with a heart of gold breaks it down while searching for antibiotics for Josh.

Tirsa Hackshaw, ACE, Editor

DC's Legends Of Tomorrow

I Am Legends
The Legends face life and death when they are attacked by a horde of zombies after their immortality runs out. They realize what would truly make them happy in life but in the end, they will suffer tragic losses with little hope of survival.

Monica Daniel, Editor
The Deuce

Finish It

Big changes come to The Deuce as Gene sees opportunity in the city's public health crisis. Vincent looks to get out from under the mob's thumb and makes peace with Abby, who decides to pursue a new future. Candy makes a critical choice in her relationship with Hank.

Matthew Booras, Editor

The Deuce

That's A Wrap

A struggling Lori turns to Candy for help before revisiting The Deuce. Candy makes a surprising deal to secure funding for her film. Abby takes a stand against the late Midtown redevelopment. After a difficult visit with Mike, Vincent's approached by a candid Tommy, who explains the new world order.

Shelby Siegel, ACE, Editor

Emergence

Camera Wheelbarrow Tiger Pillow

As Jo continues to search for answers, a mysterious man’s appearance in town may cause problems for the family. Piper tries to understand her new abilities while connecting with the family.

Maura Corey, ACE, Editor

Emergence

Where You Belong

A mysterious woman tempts Ed with an offer for a special cancer treatment while Jo struggles to keep the FBI at bay on the shocking winter finale.

Andy Morrish, Editor

Euphoria

Pilot

Seventeen-year-old Rue returns home from rehab with no plans to stay clean. She meets Jules, who's new in town, at a party at McKay's house. Nate gets in McKay's head when McKay takes an interest in Cassie. Nate and Maddy, broken up once again, attempt to make each other jealous.

Julio C. Perez IV, Supervising Editor

Evil

2 Fathers

When David recognizes one of the sigils in the Poveglia Codex from his father Leon's artwork, he and Kristen journey to a remote art commune to investigate its meaning and how it's related to David's family.

Marnee Meyer, Editor
Wadeh Arraf, Editor
Evil
Book 27
David, Kristen and Ben assess whether a pregnant woman is possessed when she claims one of the twins she's carrying is evil. Their investigation leads to a fertility clinic where they discover a connection to all of their encounters throughout the season.

James W. Harrison III, Editor

Evil
Exorcism (Part 2)
David is shocked to learn he is being sued for inflicting severe psychological harm on Caroline Hopkins, after he assisted in her exorcism. The accusation leads him to question his future as a priest, especially once he develops a very close connection with his defense attorney.

Matt Kregor, Editor

Evil
Let x=9
When the Catholic Church asks Kristen, David and Ben to assess the veracity of a local prophetess, Grace Ling, they are shaken when they see one of her visions come to life.

Matt Kregor, Editor
Ryan Allen, Editor

Evil
Room 320
After David is badly wounded, he is determined to fight off the menacing presence of death from his hospital bed.

Marnee Meyer, Editor

Evil
Rose390
Kristen, Ben and David are hired to evaluate Eric, a seemingly psychopathic 9-year-old boy. Eric takes a liking to David, which leaves them hopeful they can curb his violent behavior.

Dan Erickson, Editor

The Expanse
New Terra
The crew of the Roci investigates a strange protomolecule ruin on an alien planet. Bobbie copes with civilian life on Mars. Drummer and Ashford battle with piracy in the Belt.

Stephen Lawrence, CCE, Editor
**The Expanse**

The One-Eyed Man

Avasarala faces fallout for the UN's military mission. Ashford and Drummer make big decisions about their future within the OPA. A spreading illness on Ilus takes a toll on Amos. Alex and Naomi’s attempt to rescue the Barb turns desperate.

Stephen Roque, Editor

---

**FBI: Most Wanted**

Ghosts

A Native American man named Reginald Waters (Martin Sensmeier) takes justice into his own hands after local police ignore the disappearance of his daughter. As he continues to evade the law, the FBI's Fugitive Task Force must track him down before his search for the truth claims more lives.

Mitchell Danton, ACE, Editor

---

**The Feed**

Episode 2

Tom and Kate grow concerned over Kate's actions, which leads them to discover an intense intrusion into their family's private lives

Helen Chapman, Editor

---

**The Feed**

Episode 4

Tom turns to his father to save Max. Kate tries to find a doctor to remove their Feeds but comes up against the Resisters

Daniel Gethic, Editor

---

**For All Mankind**

Red Moon

NASA is in crisis as the Soviets land the first man on the moon in 1969, the beginning of an alternate history.

Michael O'Halloran, Editor

---

**For Life**

I Used To Be Like You (Pilot)

An incarcerated man becomes a lawyer, litigating cases for other inmates while fighting to overturn his own wrongful conviction. Aaron's struggle, and his complicated relationship with a female prison warden explores the flaws in our penal and legal systems.

Michael Hathaway, Editor
Anthony Muzzatti, Additional Editor
Godfather Of Harlem

Chickens Come Home To Roost

In the days following the assassination of JFK, Bumpy must defend himself against murder charges and send his family away for safety. Malcom is expelled from the Nation and Bumpy realizes he will have to protect his friend against a slew of enemies.

Andrew Mondshein, ACE, Editor
Christopher Rand, Editor

Godfather Of Harlem

It’s All In The Game

When the numbers lottery deals Bumpy a catastrophic financial loss, he realizes Chin has rigged the number to wipe him out. Determined to pay his bettors, Bumpy seeks alliances only to find his nemesis is a wiliier enemy than he could ever have imagined.

Susan E. Morse, ACE, Editor

Godfather Of Harlem

Rent Strike Blues

When living conditions in Harlem lead to violent protest, Bumpy must convince Adam Clayton Powell to back down on his investigation before the Italians take action. Chin seeks to turn the Families against Bumpy by exposing Bumpy's murder of a made man.

Daniel Valverde, ACE, Editor

Godfather Of Harlem

The Subsidence Adventure

The unexpected death of an old friend takes Billy McBride to California's Central Valley, where a record drought has made water more valuable than human life.

Arge O'Neal, ACE, Editor

Goliath

Hurt

The city of San Jose is rocked by a massive earthquake that puts the staff of St. Bonaventure Hospital on high alert as they race to assess the damage and account for the safety of their colleagues and friends.

Aaron Rottinghaus, Editor

The Good Doctor

I Love You

Our doctors work against time and their own personal safety to save the lives of those around them.

Paul Fontaine, Editor
The Good Doctor
Incomplete
Shaun is ready for the next step with Carly; however, he continues to struggle as they grow closer and more intimate, and is dealt some troubling news about a personal issue. Meanwhile, a young patient must decide on a treatment that could save her life or possibly destroy her marriage.

Farrel Jane Levy, ACE, Editor

The Good Fight
The Gang Deals With Alternate Reality
Diane Lockhart finds herself living in an alternate reality where Donald Trump was never elected and Hillary Clinton is the current president of the United States. While Diane's liberal self is overjoyed, she soon realizes how a different outcome of the 2016 election might have unexpected consequences.

Deborah Moran, ACE, Editor

The Good Fight
The Gang Discovers Who Killed Jeffrey Epstein
Reddick, Boseman & Lockhart investigate the death of a high-profile NY inmate. STR Laurie continues to tighten their grip on the firm by forcing Diane, Adrian and Liz to conduct layoffs. But the enraged trio hatch a plan in hopes of shaking off their corporate overlords once and for all.

Gary Levy, Editor

The Good Fight
The Gang Goes To War
Following their secret rendezvous, Liz and Caleb find themselves on a case together, defending a soldier court-martialed for sabotaging the weapon of his superior officer. Lucca accompanies her client, and newly minted friend, Bianca, on a short but sure to be memorable trip to the Caribbean.

Elizabeth Merrick, Editor
Nathan Floody, Editor

The Good Fight
The Gang Is Satirized And Doesn’t Like It
A former divorce client, Duncan Herz, seeks the firm’s help — claiming a new play in Chicago is based on his divorce. Diane attempts to get to the heart of Memo 618 when a missing case leads her to the corporate overlords themselves, STR Laurie.

Dan Erickson, Editor

The Good Fight
The Gang Offends Everyone
Reddick, Boseman & Lockhart represent an Olympic hopeful edged out of a spot on the U.S. women’s swim team but the case quickly takes the firm into rough waters. Meanwhile, Adrian is approached by the DNC with a compelling offer and Diane and Julius unite to track down Memo 618.

James W. Harrison, Editor
Good Trouble
Trap Heals
The Coterie members attend Trap Heals while facing tough decisions. Malika feels the weight of her fractured family and Isaac's anxiety. Callie deals with a moral dilemma. Mariana is blindsided by a confession from someone. Gael struggles with Dennis’ request and Davia worries about rocking the boat at school.

Sharon Silverman, ACE, Editor
Geoff Saville, Editor

Greenleaf
God’s Justice
Bishop Greenleaf moves to prevent Judee Whitmore’s proposed governance structure. Jacob and Kerissa attempt to mend their wounds. A secret about Phil threatens his relationship with Charity and Grace realizes that what is right has never been less clear.

Lisa de Moraes, Editor

Greenleaf
Original Sin
On the first Sunday after Harmony and Hope’s installation at Calvary, the Greenleaf family’s united front shatters; Grace attempts to lead the church’s loyalties back toward the Greenleafs, but a call from Noah brings a long buried secret to light.

Pattye Rogers, Editor

Greenleaf
Unwanted
The fractures between Bishop and Lady Mae deepen and old wounds are reopened as he considers an invitation to preach elsewhere; Grace struggles to keep her secret and the church under compartmentalized control.

Stephen Mark, ACE, Editor

Grey’s Anatomy
Love Of My Life
Richard preps to present his PATH pen at the LA Surgical Innovation Conference but becomes distracted by his issues with Catherine. Maggie and Teddy run into people from their past at the same conference, while Hayes relives moments from when he met his late wife.

Chad Mochrie, Editor

The Handmaid’s Tale
Mayday
With her plan in place, June reaches the point of no return on her bold strike against Gilead and must decide how far she’s willing to go. Serena Joy and Commander Waterford attempt to find their way forward in their new lives.

Wendy Hallam Martin, ACE, CCE, Editor
**The Handmaid’s Tale**

**Night**

June embarks on a bold mission with unexpected consequences. Emily and Nichole make a harrowing journey. The Waterfords reckon with Serena Joy’s choice to send Nichole away.

Christopher Donaldson, CCE, Editor

---

**Hightown**

**Love You Like A Sister**

NMFS (National Marine Fisheries Service) agent Jackie Quiñones has a wrench thrown in her fun, free-wheeling, booze-addled life when she uncovers a dead body on the beach, plunging her into the center of a complicated – and dangerous – opioid ring investigation.

Jason Hellmann, Editor

---

**His Dark Materials**

**Armour**

Lyra and the Gyptians arrive in the North, and seek the help of the Witches’ Consul, Texan aeronaut Lee Scoresby and an armored bear in service to the town.

Dan Roberts, Editor
Sam Williams, Editor

---

**His Dark Materials**

**Betrayal**

Season finale. As the Magisterium closes in, Lyra learns more about Asriel’s rebellion, but her assistance to him comes at great personal cost.

David Fisher, Editor

---

**His Dark Materials**

**The Daemon-Cages**

Lyra discovers the horrific truth behind the Gobbler's activities in the North. She must now use all her wits to help free those around her and avoid suffering a terrible fate.

Chris Gill, ACE, Editor
David Fisher, Editor

---

**His Dark Materials**

**The Idea Of North**

Lyra arrives to her new life in London, determined to find Roger with Mrs. Coulter’s help. The Gyptians continue their search for the missing children and the elusive Gobblers.

Niven Howie, ACE, Editor
Stephen Haren, Editor
His Dark Materials

The Lost Boy

The alethiometer sends Lyra and Iorek on a new path, leading to a shocking but vital clue in her search to find her friend Roger and the other missing children.

Dan Roberts, Editor
Stephen Haren, Editor

His Dark Materials

Lyra’s Jordan

Orphan Lyra Belacqua’s world is upended by her long-absent uncle’s return from the North, while the glamorous Mrs. Coulter visits Jordan College with a proposition.

Niven Howie, ACE, Editor
Sam Williams, Editor

Home Before Dark

Magic Hour

Young reporter Hilde Lisko and her family are settling into their new life in a small town—until a shocking event changes everything.

Myron Kerstein, ACE, Editor

Homecoming

People

Jackie wakes up in a boat with no idea how she got there or who she is. She meets Buddy, who takes her to a neighborhood bar, Skins, where a bartender helps her discover where she was the night before.

Matt Ramsey, Editor

Homeland

Chalk Two Down

Carrie chases answers. Max attempts a rescue. G’ulom takes an opportunity.

Philip Neel, ACE, Editor

Homeland

Designated Driver

No one admits to anything.

Harvey Rosenstock, ACE, Editor

Homeland

Prisoners Of War

Series Finale.

Jordan Goldman, ACE, Editor
Philip Neel, ACE, Additional Editor
How To Get Away With Murder

Stay
The series finale finally reveals the nature of Annalise Keating’s death and the fate of her infamous students: The Keating five.

Matt Pevic, Editor

Hunters

At Night, All Birds Are Black
The Hunters split up to seek two different Nazis living in the US. Jonah, Harriet and Joe travel to Huntsville, AL to find Dieter Zweigelt, a rocket scientist and Meyer, Roxy and Lonny find Tilda Sauer, a political campaign strategist in NY.

Amy E. Duddleston, ACE, Editor

Hunters

In The Belly Of The Whale
After his grandmother, a Holocaust Survivor, is murdered by an unknown assailant, comic-book-loving, teenage Brooklynite Jonah Heidelbaum meets Meyer Offerman, a mysterious millionaire who knows more about the murder than he lets on. Meanwhile, FBI Agent Millie Morris investigates the mysterious death of an elderly NASA scientist down in Florida.

John Petaja, Editor

Hunters

The Jewish Question
As The Hunters wallowed in the valley of the shadow of death, they turned to the stars to point them on their path. Still, darkness trespassed upon the heart of Jonah, which did tempt him toward sin; and the shepherd Meyer petitioned Millie to join their flock.

Matthew Barber, Editor

Jett

Daisy
Hoping to go straight, recently paroled master thief Daisy "Jett" Kowalski is enlisted by crime boss Charlie Baudelaire to steal a ring from Miljan Bestic, an Eastern European overlord living in Cuba.

Matt Mayer, Editor

Jim Henson’s The Dark Crystal: Age Of Resistance

She Knows All The Secrets
A missing Landstrider herd and an unexpected visit from the Skeksis put the All-Maudra on edge. Aughra summons Rian and the others to Dream Space.

Kate Baird, Editor
**Keeping Faith**

Episode 4

Faith, a lawyer, wife and mother, reels from the sudden reemergence of her husband and a new mystery involving a farmer accused of murdering her husband. Faith vows to find William’s killer as Evan approaches early release.

Kevin Jones, Editor

---

**Killing Eve**

Are You From Pinner?

Villanelle returns home to Mother Russia to try to find her family. Perhaps a new connection to her roots will give her back what’s been missing from her life.

Stephen Evans, Editor

---

**Killing Eve**

Meetings Have Biscuits

Villanelle agrees to a job that will take her back to London. Carolyn’s Moscow contacts come in use when Eve and the Bitter Pill team unravel a potential lead to The Twelve.

Dan Crinnion, Editor

---

**The L Word: Generation Q**

Lapse In Judgment

Tensions run high on election night as Bette and Dani await the results. Shane and Quiara go through their most difficult challenge yet, while Alice takes a big swing on her show. Sophie and Dani consider another big step in their relationship, and Finley is forced to confront her feelings.

Tamara Luciano, Editor

Sarah E. Williams, Editor

---

**The L Word: Generation Q**

Let’s Do It Again

Ten years after we last left them, we find Bette running for mayor of Los Angeles; Shane as she returns to the city after a setback; and Alice learning to balance co-parenting with her fiancée Nat and Nat’s ex-wife Gigi and the rising success of her talk show.

Omar Hassan-Reep, Editor

---

**The L Word: Generation Q**

Loose Ends

Bette and Dani reckon with the fallout of a recent scandal; Shane spends the day with Angie; Alice, Gigi, and Nat have conflicting ideas about their family life; Sophie and Finley spend a raucous night out in an effort to get their mind off of things.

Christal Khatib, Editor
Legion
Chapter 20
David gains a following.

Curtis Thurber, Editor

Legion
Chapter 27
The end of the end.

Regis Kimble, Editor

Lincoln Rhyme: Hunt For The Bone Collector
Game On
The Bone Collector challenges Lincoln, Amelia, and the team with a trifecta of victims across New York City. But as our team races to solve the clue trails before it’s too late, Lincoln must come to terms with the Bone Collector’s real target - his own ego.

John Murray, Editor

Locke & Key
Crown Of Shadows
The battle over the Omega Key leads to decisions that can't be undone — and a dangerous door that promises plenty of trouble ahead.

Paul Trejo, ACE, Editor

Locke & Key
Dissection
The Locke family faces their worst nightmare when the person responsible for shattering their lives resurfaces and demands one of the keys.

Lilly Urban, Editor

Locke & Key
Echoes
As pieces fall into place for the Locke siblings, Ellie reveals the origin of the keys.

Philip Fowler, Editor

London Kills
Turf Wars
When a father and son are shot execution-style in broad daylight, the detectives immediately suspect a gangland hit and worry the violence could escalate. David tries to apprehend crime kingpin Adrian Cook.

Oliver Parker, Editor
Lost In Space
Run
John’s predicament goes from bad to worse, sending Judy on a frantic race across the planet. Penny spies on Smith — with help from an old friend.

Joe Talbot Hall, Editor

Lost In Space
Shipwrecked
Seven months after failing to rejoin the other colonists, marooned on a watery planet, the Robinsons set sail in a risky bid to power up their Jupiter.

Jack Colwell, Editor

Magnum P.I.
A Leopard On The Prowl
Magnum and Higgins help Rick when his father figure, Icepick, just out of prison and battling terminal cancer, gets double-crossed on one last score; Magnum makes one last bold move to help Higgins stay in the country.

Doug Hannah, Editor

The Man In The High Castle
Fire From The Gods
On the brink of Nazi invasion, the BCR brace for impact as Kido races against the clock to find his son. Childan offers everything he has to make his way back to Yukiko. Helen must choose whether or not to betray her husband.

Jason Savage, ACE, Editor

The Mandalorian
Chapter 2: The Child
The Mandalorian enlists the help of Kuiil to negotiate with scavengers who have stripped his ship. For the parts, they demand a mudhorn’s egg -- a rare delicacy -- which the Mandalorian is able to retrieve with the unexpected help of the Child.

Andrew S. Eisen, Editor

The Mandalorian
Chapter 4: Sanctuary
The Mandalorian seeks to lay low on a remote planet where he meets ex-Rebel soldier Cara Dune. When Mando is approached by farmers to defend their ransacked village, he enlists Cara's help to train the villagers in combat.

Dana E. Glauberman, ACE, Editor
Dylan Firshein, Additional Editor
The Mandalorian
Chapter 8: Redemption
Season finale. Moff Gideon has trapped Mando, Cara and Greef, threatening to destroy them with his deadly arsenal. He's a formidable adversary, and has detailed intel on each of his opponents. All seems lost until IG-11, with the Child in tow, blows through town, guns blazing.

Jeff Seibenick, Editor

Marvel's Agents Of S.H.I.E.L.D.
Out Of The Past
It was another average morning on July 22, 1955, when Agent Phil Coulson realized the importance of that day in S.H.I.E.L.D. history books. With a chip on his shoulder, he'd set into motion a chain of events that would hopefully preserve the timeline as we know it.

Eric Litman, Editor

Marvel's Jessica Jones
A.K.A. The Perfect Burger
As Jessica focuses on helping the helpless, Dorothy Walker shows up at Alias to beg for help finding a missing Trish.

Jonathan Chibnall, Editor

Marvel's Jessica Jones
A.K.A Everything
An old friend visits Jessica as she sets out on an agonizing mission and learns the true cost of being a hero.

Michael N. Knue, ACE, Editor
Trey Ordoñez, Editor

Marvel's Jessica Jones
A.K.A Sorry Face
As the police sift through the gruesome crime scene, Jessica and Trish race to find Sallinger's latest captive.

Shoshanah Tanzer, Editor

Mayans M.C.
Hunahpu
The need for justice ignites tough decisions for the Reyes brothers and the MC.

Hunter M. Via, ACE, Editor
Nicole Artzer, Editor

Mayans M.C.
Muluc
Violent actions yield violent ramifications for both the MC and Galindo cartel.

Jessica Hernandez, Editor
Mayans M.C.
Xquic
An unexpected storm kicks up dust south of the border, as old family secrets bleed into familial affairs.

Susana Benaim, Editor

Messiah
God Is Greater
Eva unearths alarming details about al-Masih’s past. Jibril’s and Samer’s paths unexpectedly collide. Rebecca steps up at a crucial moment.

Martin Connor, Editor
Joseph Jett Sally, Editor

Mindhunter
Episode 2
To glean insight into the elusive BTK killer, Bill and Holden interview the Son of Sam, who makes a startling admission.

Kirk Baxter, ACE, Editor

The Morning Show
The Interview
Season finale. TMS faces a fateful day as a plan to shake up UBA is set in motion.

Carole Kravetz Aykanian, Editor
Aleshka Ferrero, Editor

Mr. Robot
405 Method Not Allowed
no xmas lolz for dom. darelliot gives a run-around. krista plays hookie. quiet pls, the show is on.

Rosanne Tan, ACE, Editor

Mr. Robot
407 Proxy Authentication Required
Vera holds Krista hostage as he tries to force Elliot into joining him by understanding Mr. Robot. Elliot realizes a shocking truth.

Melisa Lawson Cheung, Editor

Mr. Robot
Hello, Elliot
Series Finale. Elliot gets to Coney Island, and the delusion begins to slip. Mr. Robot reveals the truth.

Justin Krohn, Editor
Chris Guiral, Editor
**My Brilliant Friend: The Story Of A New Name**

Chapter 15: Ghosts

Elena’s developed into an elegant, cultured young woman – but still feels like an outsider. After a consequential breakup, Elena falls ill and is visited by her mother. During the night, Elena reads Lila’s diaries, and discovers Lila’s dedication to her new role in the face of Stefano’s increasingly-violent behavior.

Francesca Calvelli, Editor

---

**Narcos: Mexico**

Free Trade

After meeting with Pacho, Félix presents the plaza bosses with a new business plan. Walt receives a surprising invitation.

Garret Donnelly, Editor

---

**Narcos: Mexico**

Se Cayó El Sistema

Mexican authorities, the FBI and Félix all seek out Acosta after a newspaper publishes an interview with him. The presidential election begins.

Jon Otazua, Editor

---

**Narcos: Mexico**

Truth And Reconciliation

Félix proposes a new plan to help the PRI win the election and defeat Cárdenas. Promised intel on Félix, Walt takes an unexpected meeting in Ojinaga.

Hugo Diaz, Editor

---

**The New Pope**

Episode 7

A papal doctor and his wife struggle with their sick son and witness a miracle. Pius XIII’s devotees grow resigned and change course. An attack on Vatican soil shakes Brannox and prompts him to admit a hard truth. Sofia comes to Voiello for advice on how to handle the Pope.

Cristiano Travaglioli, Editor

---

**9-1-1**

Malfunction

Emergencies include a skating mishap at an ice show, an accident involving a self-driving car and a fulfillment warehouse robot going rogue; Eddie’s after-hours fight club gets out-of-control; Hen struggles in her relationship with Karen.

Christopher Michael Stewart, Editor
**9-1-1**

The Searchers

Athena, Maddie, Bobby, and the 118 race to save lives after a massive tsunami hits the Santa Monica Pier; Buck fears the worst when Christopher goes missing.

Greg Sirota, Editor

---

**9-1-1**

Sink Or Swim

A massive tsunami hits the Santa Monica Pier, placing Buck and Christopher's lives in danger.

Franzis Muller, Editor

Ravi Subramanian, Editor

---

**9-1-1: Lone Star**

Pilot

Owen Strand, the lone survivor of his Manhattan firehouse on 9/11, takes his progressive philosophies of life and firefighting down to Austin, Texas, where he helps the firefighters of Firehouse 126 start anew.

Ravi Subramanian, Editor

---

**9-1-1: Lone Star**

Yee-Haw

The crew races to an outbreak of mercury poisoning leaving its victims in a zombie-like state; Owen must come to terms with his illness; Michelle follows a new lead on her missing sister.

Charles Little II, Editor

---

**NOS4A2**

The Shorter Way

Vic, a young New England high school student, discovers her supernatural abilities as the immortal Charlie Manx goes on the hunt for children.

Todd Desrosiers, Editor

---

**On Becoming A God In Central Florida**

The Gloomy-Zoomies

Krystal networks her way into an opportunity in the beauty pageant industry. Cody tries to be his own workhorse. Ernie builds a time capsule.

Julie Cohen, Editor

---

**Orange Is The New Black**

The Big House

Taystee's appeal is not going to go through so she plans to kill herself. Cindy is homeless and working in a senior's residence. Pennsatucky thinks she flunked her GED, takes drugs and OD's.

Shannon Mitchell, ACE, Editor
**Orange Is The New Black**

Here's Where We Get Off

Series Finale. Tearful farewells, emotional tributes, new beginnings. Say goodbye to the women of Litchfield.

William Turro, ACE, Editor

---

**Outer Banks**

The Phantom

An island crawling with law enforcement and a looming tropical storm are just two of the obstacles facing John B as he tries to make his escape.

Sunny Hodge, Editor

---

**Outlander**

Better To Marry Than Burn

At Jocasta's wedding, Jamie learns Tryon's true motivation for ending the Regulator threat. Claire discovers a lead on the whereabouts of a former enemy from an unexpected source, but the price for the information is higher than she anticipates. Roger and Brianna must save the Ridge from an imminent threat.

Michael O'Halloran, Editor

---

**The Outsider**

Fish In A Barrel

When the body of an 11-year-old boy is found in Georgia, detective Ralph Anderson launches an investigation into the gruesome murder. With eyewitnesses and physical evidence pointing to local teacher and baseball coach Terry Maitland, Ralph makes a public arrest but is perplexed by Terry's indifference to hiding his crime.

Leo Trombetta, ACE, Editor

---

**Ozark**

Fire Pink

Ben’s confrontation with Helen and Erin sends the Byrdes into crisis mode. Meanwhile, Sam’s concerns about the FBI inspire little sympathy.

Vikash Patel, Editor

---

**Ozark**

Wartime

Marty is pressured to move money ahead of schedule, Wendy pitches a high-stakes plan, Wyatt lives the good life, and Ruth butts heads in the casino.

Cindy Mollo, ACE, Editor
Val makes a surprising request, with lasting repercussions. Ella surprises Beto in Mexico, and her presence brings forward unexpected truths. Lucia goes out of her comfort zone. Emilio leans on Natalia when the family's social worker comes back.

Diaspora

An unexpected family reunion in Mexico exposes cracks in the happy façades both the Acosta children and their parents have put up. Back in LA, Emilio collaborates with Natalia on a new song and bond over their romantic histories.

Mexico

When ICE deports their parents, life for the five Acosta siblings is turned upside down. Oldest son Emilio puts his music career on hold to move back home and take care of his four younger siblings. Their challenge is to stay together as a family.

Pilot

Lucia decides to host a fundraiser at the restaurant and finds her voice along the way. Emilio faces an identity crisis. Beto goes behind Ella's back. Val struggles to maintain her false identity, but is outed to a member of the family.

Speak For Yourself

At a family meeting, Michael makes a bold proposal. The mole is identified. Tommy asks an old rival for help with his plan to take down Mosley.

Mr Jones

Tiago and Molly visit Santa Monica Pier to escape their complicated lives. Livid at the murder of his friends, Lewis interrogates Brian Koenig. Councilwoman Beverly Beck vows to fight Townsend and Alex. Peter discovers a dark truth when he visits Elsa at home. Mateo visits the Crimson Cat dance hall.
Pennyworth
Alma Coogan
Alfred, Thomas and Martha become entangled in an assassination plot against Lord Harwood.

Mark C. Baldwin, Editor

Pennyworth
Pilot
Alfred Pennyworth, a young man just out of the English air service and at loose ends, endeavors to start a security company.

Chris A. Peterson, ACE, Editor

Perpetual Grace, LTD
Eleven
Pa and Ma discover drug addict James on an empty New Mexico road and bring him to their ranch in Half Acre, NM.

Chris McCaleb, ACE, Editor

Pose
In My Heels
After a medical set back, Blanca struggles to reassemble the House of Evangelista. Meanwhile, Pray Tell confronts old traumas when an exciting new category is proposed.

Shelly Westerman, Editor
Franzis Muller, Editor
Tom Kipley, Additional Editor
Butch Wertman, Additional Editor

Pose
Never Knew Love Like This Before
The Ballroom community is shaken to its core when a valued member is brutally attacked.

Danielle Wang, Editor

Pose
Revelations
Relationships are irreparably damaged when Damon reveals the secrets others have been hiding.

Butch Wertman, Editor

Pose
Worth It
Determined to be an example to her children, Blanca launches a business venture with unexpected results. Meanwhile, Ricky’s travels have unpredicted consequences for his relationship with Damon, and Elektra shocks the ballroom community with a bold move.

AJ Van Zyl, Editor
Power
Deal With The Devil
The Feds turn the heat up on Tommy and bend the rules to scare LaKeisha into cooperating. Ghost discontinues a relationship with an ally after learning their position is compromised by law enforcement. Tasha confronts a snitch, which hits a little too close to home.

Amy Colla, Editor

Power
Exactly How We Planned
When Ghost is announced as Lt. Governor it gives him a solid win and makes him one step closer to a fully legitimate world. He soon discovers one of his many enemies actively carrying out a plan that changes his life forever.

Stewart Schill, ACE, Editor

Power
No One Can Stop Me
Ghost has the best day ever, he’s on top of the world. Meanwhile the Feds intensively work to prove James St. Patrick is guilty for the murder of Terry Silver. But when Ghost makes a political move, it triggers resentment from his many enemies.

Byron Smith, ACE, Editor

Prodigal Son
Alone Time
The FBI and NYPD band together to save Malcolm from the "Junkyard Killer"; as Gil looks for answers from The Surgeon, Ainsley and Jessica search through their memories of the past, hoping to find clues about where Malcolm could be hidden.

Kim Powell, Editor

Prodigal Son
Like Father...
Malcolm continues to unravel as the mystery of the girl in the box comes to a head; as Nicholas Endicott’s true colors continue to show, the Whitlys must decide to what lengths they are willing to go in order to take him down.

Kim Powell, Editor
Hovig Menakian, Editor

Project Blue Book
Operation Mainbrace
When UFOs and USOs (unidentified submersible objects) begin plaguing a massive naval exercise on the border of Russian waters, Hynek and Quinn realize it’s up to them to stop a rogue Admiral from starting World War III.

David Beatty, Editor
Martin Nicholson, ACE, Editor
Project Blue Book
What Lies
When sensitive material is stolen from Generals Harding and Valentine, Hynek and Quinn will realize that not only does their culprit lie far closer to home than they could imagine, but so does undeniable evidence of a UFO conspiracy.

Noah Pontell, Editor

Queen Sugar
Here
Nova tries to mend fences with Ralph Angel; Violet tries to put her past behind her; Micah and Charley discuss college; Romero and Charley attempt to reunite.

Lauren Schaffer, ACE, Editor

Queen Sugar
I No Longer Imagine
Someone from Violet's past is looking for her. Nova deals with the family fallout from her book.

Alexander Aquino-Kaljakin, Editor

Queen Sugar
Oh Mamere
Micah takes Blue to the park triggering trauma from his past; Darla learns a painful truth about the night Blue was conceived, and Violet stands by her side for comfort.

Avril Beukes, ACE, Editor

Raising Dion
ISSUE #103: Watchman
After a run-in at school Nicole has a difficult but necessary conversation with her son, Dion; a mysterious figure from Mark's past resurfaces.

Elisa R. Cohen, Editor

Raising Dion
ISSUE #109: Storm Killer
With the crooked man closing in and a final confrontation seemingly inevitable, a terrified Nicole tries to protect Dion by fleeing the city.

Scott James Wallace, Editor

Ray Donovan
You'll Never Walk Alone
Ray finally learns the truth about his sister Bridget's death. Terry reckons with the death of a friend and his own mortality. Mickey's quest for the money he's owed comes to a head with a deadly face-off between the Sullivans and the Donovans.

Lynne Willingham, ACE, Editor
Chris Willingham, ACE, Editor
Reprisal
25 Or 6 To 4
Doris and the Monster Ring crash the party at the Bang-a-Rang to reap revenge on her brother's gang; Queenie and the Pin-ups defend their family, a shaken Meredith reconnects with her father.

Ben Callahan, Editor

The Rook
Chapter 5
In London, Myfanwy is a young woman pursued by shadowy paranormal adversaries while grappling with extraordinary abilities of her own. She and Monica work to extricate a young EVA, while Gestalt's suspicions of Myfanwy lead to a confrontation.

Erik C. Andersen, Editor
Matt Platts-Mills, Editor

The Rookie
Day Of Death
Officer Nolan and the team are in a desperate search to rescue Officer Chen after her abduction and must attempt to get Rosalind to help them in their search. Meanwhile, after Officer Lopez discovers Wesley unconscious from a cocktail of alcohol and pills, she is forced to keep him close.

Amy P. McGrath, Editor
Brett Roach, Editor

The Rookie
Warriors & Guardians
Officer Nolan gets off to a rocky start after being introduced to his new training officer, Nyla Harper, who has an unconventional approach to police work after her stint as an undercover detective. Meanwhile, Officer Bradford struggles to think of an appropriate birthday gift for Rachel.

Chi-Yoon Chung, Editor

Room 104
Jimmy & Gianni
Father and son artists Jimmy Ray Flynn and Gianni Arone are invited to create a work of art in Room 104, where they open up about their relationship, their creative process, and Gianni's history with addiction and mental illness.

Laura Zempel, Editor

Room 104
No Hospital
An ailing man summons his estranged children to make a change to his will and ensure the line of succession for their extraordinary family business.

Chris Donlon, Editor
Room 104
Rogue
After running away from home, a teen girl seeks safety in Room 104, where she encounters a woman who offers a glimmer of hope for the future.
Libby Cuenin, Editor

SEE
Godflame
A journey of survival begins when an army of Witchfinders attacks the village of Alkenny.
Mark Yoshikawa, ACE, Editor

Servant
Jericho
Leanne acts out at Dorothy after learning the truth about baby Jericho.
Brett M. Reed, Editor

Siren
The Toll Of The Sea
In an effort to save Hope, Ryn and Ben confront Tia in an undersea battle between the mermaid tribes. Maddie and Robb work to find a cure for Xander while Helen and the hybrids help restore order. Ted struggles to accept Ben’s reality.
David E.K. Abramson, Editor

Snowfall
Cash And Carry
Franklin puts his new business plan into motion, then takes a business trip with Avi. Teddy and Julia work hard to forge new alliances in Costa Rica. Gustavo struggles to learn how to work with his new Mexican partner.
Hunter M. Via, ACE, Editor

Snowfall
Hedgehogs
Andre receives help from an unexpected source. Franklin finds himself exposed. Julia forces Teddy’s hand.
Louise A. Innes, Editor

Snowfall
Other Lives
Franklin walks a different path. Life in South Central begins to change forever.
Jason Cherella, Editor
**Snowpiercer**

First, The Weather Changed

Snowpiercer, the great ark train, circles a frozen earth keeping humanity’s last survivors alive — until a murder onboard threatens the established order.

Jay Prychidny, CCE, Editor

---

**Soundtrack**

Track 4: Margot And Frank

Nellie’s family history takes center stage in this retrospective chapter on young love, devastating distance and one pivotal night of surprises.

Allyson C. Johnson, ACE, Editor

---

**Soundtrack**

Track 8: Gigi And Jean

Vintage glamour, intriguing flirtation and dazzling theatrics collide as Gigi maneuvers her way through one emotional day in LA.

Jo Francis, ACE, Editor
Brad Katz, Editor

---

**Spinning Out**

Now Entering Sun Valley

Rattled after a brutal fall and worried by her mom and sister’s obsession with the sport, Kat eyes a life beyond skating. Suddenly, a new offer arrives.

Ben Wilkinson, Editor

---

**Star Trek: Picard**

Et in Arcadia Ego: Part 1

Following an unconventional and dangerous transit, Picard and the crew finally arrive at Soji’s home world, Coppelius. However, with Romulan warbirds on their tail, their arrival brings only greater danger as the crew discovers more than expected about the planet’s inhabitants.

Sarah C Reeves, Editor

---

**Star Trek: Picard**

Remembrance

14 years after his retirement from Starfleet, Jean-Luc Picard is living a quiet life on his vineyard, Chateau Picard. When he is sought out by a mysterious young woman, Dahj, in need of his help, he soon realizes she may have personal connections to his own past.

Andrew Coutts, CCE, Editor
Station 19
Louder Than A Bomb
Andy becomes painfully suspicious of the circumstances surrounding her mother’s death. Meanwhile, the other members of the crew work to evacuate a doctor from Pac-North hospital and find themselves in a life threatening situation.

David N Greenspan, Editor

Stranger Things
Chapter Eight: The Battle Of Starcourt
Terror reigns in the food court when the Mind Flayer comes to collect. But down below, in the dark, the future of the world is at stake.

Dean Zimmerman, ACE, Editor
Katheryn Naranjo, Editor

Stranger Things
Chapter Seven: The Bite
With time running out — and an assassin close behind — Hopper’s crew races back to Hawkins, where El and the kids are preparing for war.

Nat Fuller, Editor

Strike Back
Episode 802
The Demachis will do whatever it takes to sell the bioweapon and boost their status, but Section 20 close in to stop the sale, leading to a high-stakes mission on board a moving train, crawling with Albanian Mafia and Jihadis.

Simon Brasse, Editor

Strike Back
Episode 803
Section 20 arrive in Tel Aviv to intercept the sale of stolen Russian military tech. Events are complicated by the arrival of a familiar face, and Section 20 are thrown headlong into a race to stop the dangerous cyberweapon falling into Jihadist hands.

Lois Bygrave, Editor

Strike Back
Episode 805
Now Zayef has the cyberweapon Imperiya, Section 20 must discover what he has planned before it’s too late. When they learn of a terror attack targeting a major European city, they rush to stop Zayef before thousands are killed.

Paul Endacott, Editor
**Strike Back**

Episode 806

Mac is married with a daughter. In therapy and at home, Mac struggles with his time as a soldier, all the decisions he made and experiences he had that led up to that day in the Schwarzer Tempel Estate, where he was shot by Zayef Hajdari.

Steven Worsley, Editor

---

**Strike Back**

Episode 807

Section 20 are deployed on a military mission in Bosnia to grab a Jihadi money man who could lead them to Zayef Hajdari. When the team learn of a huge stockpile of weapons, involving the Albanian Mafia, the race is on to stop Zayef’s plan.

Ian Davies, Editor

---

**Strike Back**

Episode 808

Section 20 successfully destroy the tanker ship carrying the Albanian Mafia weapon stash, but when they learn Zayef is onboard, they grab him before he’s killed. Coltrane has an inkling they can no longer trust Whitehall. The team need the truth from Zayef.

Xavier Russell, Editor

---

**Strike Back**

Episode 809

Section 20 are convinced by CIA operative Carolyn Fortier to help bring in Chetri alive, before she is tracked down and killed. The team reluctantly agree, but their mission is side-swiped when Chetri is captured by a Russian military group.

David Barrett, Editor

---

**Strike Back**

Episode 810

Wyatt, Coltrane and Novin are what remains of Section 20, and they are the last hope of stopping Arianna Demachi and Russia’s plans. Their mission has never been more personal, and this time Section 20 are going on the offensive.

John Richards, Editor

---

**Stumptown**

**Missed Connections**

Dex is hired by a wealthy man to search for a woman whom he recently met, but she quickly learns that the task is not as simple as it seems; Dex and Grey’s history unfolds.

Sondra Watanabe, Editor
Succession
DC
The Roys head to Washington for a congressional hearing to confront the explosive whistle blower’s complaint while they scramble to secure control of the company. Shiv speaks candidly to a victim who is set to be a key witness. In Turkey, Roman’s business pitch takes a chilling turn.

Ken Eluto, ACE, Editor

Succession
This Is Not For Tears
On the Roys’ grand Mediterranean yacht. Logan weighs whether a family member, or a top lieutenant, will need to be sacrificed to salvage the company’s tarnished reputation. Shiv proposes taking her open marriage with Tom to another level. Connor is in an unenviable position when the reviews of Willa’s play arrive.

Bill Henry, Editor
Venya Bruk, Additional Editor

Sweet Magnolias
All Best Intentions
Maddie worries about prying eyes when she’s with Cal, a humiliated Annie feels betrayed by Tyler, and Bill surprises the kids with a special request.

Alison Grace, Editor

Tales From The Loop
Echo Sphere
A young boy encounters a mysterious structure known as the Echo Sphere and must confront the nature of existence.

Curtis Thurber, Editor

Tales From The Loop
Loop
A young girl living in a small town becomes curious about the mysterious work her mother conducts beneath ground at a facility known as the Loop.

Leslie Jones, ACE, Editor

13 Reasons Why
And Then The Hurricane Hit
The pressure of Clay's arrest leads his friends to make risky decisions, and the full story of the brawl that erupted at homecoming emerges.

Matthew Ramsey, Editor
This Is Us
After The Fire
Randall reflects on what could have been.

Lai-San Ho, Editor

This Is Us
So Long, Marianne
The Pearson family gathers for their first Thanksgiving at Randall’s Philadelphia townhouse. Rebecca’s mind plays tricks on her while out running errands.

Julia Grove, Editor

This Is Us
Strangers
Season premiere. Three new characters are introduced whose lives will intersect with the Pearsons: returning Afghan vet Cassidy, teen father Malik, and Jack Jr, the blind grandson of Rebecca and Jack.

Howard Leder, Editor

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan
Persona Non Grata
Reyes accuses the U.S. of tampering with the election. The U.S. Embassy is evacuated. Jack, Greer and Mike November must decide whether to follow orders or go off the grid. Reyes’ men pursue Matice and the American soldiers in the jungle.

John M. Valerio, ACE, Editor

Tommy
Cause Of Death
Tommy and her inner circle fight back against an LAPD and city government conspiracy to have her removed as police chief.

Karen K.H. Sim, Editor

Undone
The Hospital
While recovering in the hospital from her car accident, Alma talks with her dead father, who has a confusing and compelling request.

Brian Swanson, Editor

Vikings
The Best Laid Plans
Ivar and Igor may be plotting against Oleg, but they’re still part of the force that departs Kiev to invade Scandinavia. King Harald and King Bjorn begin furious preparations for the invasion. But can enough be done to resist the Rus force?

Aaron Marshall, Editor
**Vikings**

Death And The Serpent

Bjorn is forced to act quickly in the aftermath of the election for the King of all Norway. The bandits attack Lagertha's village again but victory for the bandits looks less certain. Back in Kattegat, haunted and paranoid, Hvitserk continues to unravel.

Dan Briceno, Editor

**Vikings**

The Ice Maiden

Bjorn returns to Kattegat. Harald gains a measure of revenge on Olaf. In Kiev, interesting news reaches Ivar & Igor about Prince Dir.

Tad Seaborn, Editor

**Virgin River**

Carry On

When nurse practitioner Mel moves to a remote town in Northern California looking for a new life, she’s startled by the welcome she receives.

Daria Ellerman, CCE, Editor

**Virgin River**

Unexpected Endings

Charmaine tells a stunned Jack to make a decision while Mel is left reeling and Hope is filled with guilt. Meanwhile, Paige opens up to Preacher.

Nicole Ratcliffe, CCE, Editor

**The Walking Dead**

What We Become

While searching for weapons to help with the war on the Whisperers, Michonne flashes back through an alternate history and sees the tragic road not taken.

Jack Colwell, Editor

**Westworld**

Crisis Theory

Dolores’ true intentions are revealed; Bernard confronts a ghost from his past; Maeve is conflicted; Serac's voice is dominant; Caleb's role is revealed; and William faces an unexpected villain.

Andrew Seklir, ACE, Editor

**Westworld**

Parce Domine

Season premiere. In the wake of the Westworld massacre, Dolores cozies up to a powerful figure at Incite, a major technology company. Caleb, a struggling veteran trying to better himself, has a life-changing encounter. Bernard’s attempts to lie low under a new identity are threatened.

Stephen Semel, ACE, Editor
White Lines
Episode 10
On Anna’s wedding day, Marcus’s actions come back to haunt him. After suffering yet another loss, Zoe vows to finally figure out who killed Axel.

Yan Miles, ACE, Editor

The Witcher
Betrayal Moon
Geralt takes on another Witcher’s unfinished business in a kingdom stalked by a ferocious beast. At a brutal cost, Yennefer forges a magical new future.

Nick Arthurs, Editor

The Witcher
Bottled Appetites
Heedless of warnings, Yennefer looks for a cure to restore what she’s lost. Geralt inadvertently puts Jaskier in peril. The search for Ciri intensifies.

Jean Daniel Fernández Qundez, Editor

Wu Assassins
Drunken Watermelon
A botched restaurant order makes Kai a target of Triad members, who are unaware of his family connections -- and his new status as the Wu Assassin.

Elísabet Rónaldsdottir, Editor

Wu Assassins
Paths: Part 1
Kai searches for a way to stop McCullough without sacrificing any of his friends. Uncle Six and Zan clash over control of the Triad.

Christopher A. Smith, Editor

Yellowstone
Resurrection Day
Tensions escalate as the Beck brothers become frustrated by the Duttons’ unwillingness to play ball. Jamie looks for a fresh start. Tate gets his first horse.

Evan Ahlgren, Editor
Gary D. Roach, ACE, Editor
Chad Galster, Editor

Yellowstone
Sins Of The Father
The feud with the Becks comes to a head as the Duttons scramble to save one of their own.

Chris Willingham, ACE, Editor
Fear And Loathing In Beverly Hills

Joe wants to get away, but Forty insists they finish their script. As pressure mounts, Forty’s excessive coping devices make for a harrowing night.

Erin Wolf, Editor
Rita K. Sanders, Editor
**Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Comedy Series**

**After Life**
Episode 5
The curtains go up on the community theater revue and things go about as well as can be expected. Tony receives devastating news.

Jo Walker, Editor

**AJ And The Queen**
Jackson
Robert and AJ make their way to Mississippi for an action-packed reunion. Back in New York, Louis opens the door to an unexpected visitor.

Lizzy Calhoun, Editor

**AJ And The Queen**
Mt. Juliet
As the tour heads to Nashville, a peculiar pit stop catches Robert’s eye, and AJ makes a crafty plan for extra cash.

Jason Stewart, Editor

**AJ And The Queen**
New York City
At the end of an era, Robert, aka Ruby Red, prepares for a new adventure. Elsewhere, young AJ endures the mean streets of Manhattan.

Darryl Bates, ACE, Editor

**American Housewife**
The Bromance Before Christmas
Katie looks forward to sharing her favorite Christmas tradition with Taylor, but a surprise visit from her mom threatens her holiday cheer; Greg is blindsided by Katie’s good intentions; Oliver and Anna-Kat break a family heirloom.

Richard Candib, ACE, Editor

**Archer**
Robert De Niro
When a trial turns into a party it can only mean that Barry-6 has returned!

Pierre Cerrato, Editor
Nate Ladd, Editor
**Atypical**
The Essence Of A Penguin
Sam’s art assignment inspires an impromptu field trip. Casey navigates a fight with Izzie. Evan works hard for a second chance with Doug.

Rebekah Fridman, Editor

**Atypical**
Searching For Brown Sugar Man
A rogue plan for Zahid leads to a last-minute mission for Sam, Casey, Paige and Abby. Meanwhile, Doug faces a major test and makes a pivotal choice.

Sue Federman, Editor

**Atypical**
Y.G.A.G.G.
Casey and Evan take to the open road for a tense reunion. Back home, Sam and Zahid get ready to party, and Elsa bids farewell to the past.

Gena Fridman, Editor

**Avenue 5**
This Is Physically Hurting Me
While Karen oversees an effort to jettison non-essential passenger items, Billie tries to teach an inattentive Ryan how to dock the ship. Matt learns of Judd’s plan to make the “ultimate sacrifice” by returning to Earth. Meanwhile, the passengers suspect all is not as it seems with the journey.

Gary Dollner, ACE, Editor
Dan Robinson, Editor

**Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens**
Grandma & Chill
Grandma tells Nora the story of how she met her husband in the style of a Korean drama.

Jordan Kim, Editor

**Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens**
Pilot
Nora takes her first steps toward financial independence, trying her hand at a couple jobs in an attempt to move out of her dad’s house.

Jon Higgins, Editor
Jessica Brunetto, Editor
**The Baker And The Beauty**

**Get Carried Away**
Noa invites Daniel on a charity trip to Puerto Rico, where things don't go as planned; Vanessa stays close to the Garcias and helps Mateo land his next gig as a DJ; Mari invites Natalie's crush to their house.

Jennifer Hatton, Editor

---

**The Baker And The Beauty**

**May I Have This Dance**
Daniel and Noa try to restore their relationship but things don't go easy with Daniel's wish to live a normal life; Natalie is hopeful that her quinceañera can help patch up Rafael and Mari's relationship.

Scott Boyd, ACE, Editor

---

**Ballers**

**Crumbs**
Spencer faces pressure from all sides as he fights for Kisan. Ricky gets mixed feedback about his radio show. Reggie, Vernon and Lance struggle to convince Joe to get into the gaming business. Charles works hard to land a big player. Jason goes through tough negotiations with the Anderson brothers.

Thomas Foligno, Editor

---

**Ballers**

**Municipal**
Spencer settles into his position, making a potentially unpopular decision. With Sports X teetering on the edge financially, Joe gets jealous when Kate tries to woo an important editor at a launch party. Ricky tries his hand at being a radio host and voices his true feelings about Spencer.

Christian Kinnard, Editor
Thomas Foligno, Additional Editor

---

**Ballers**

**Players Only**
Spencer refuses to back down in his fight for the league's players. Joe embraces a new state of mind as he finds peace with himself. Julie encourages Charles to take care of unfinished business. Ricky decides to strike out on his own with his latest project.

Michelle Tesoro, ACE, Editor

---

**Baskets**

**Moving On**
Martha removes her cast.

Micah Gardner, Editor
**Baskets**
Mrs. Baskets Goes To Sacramento
Christine's apple pie is not allowed through security.

Michael Giambra, Editor

**Better Things**
DNA
Max and Sam have the "You're a c*nt" stand off. Pepper loses tip of finger in the car door, dog swallows it. Sam corners mom for DNA sample.

Shannon Mitchell, ACE, Editor

**Better Things**
Father's Day
Sam has a flashback and a wolf pack.

Annie Guidice, Editor

**Better Things**
Sam goes to the weed store and visits her brother and Frankie and Sam eat ice cream.

Susan Mandel, Editor

**Better Things**
New Orleans
Sam goes to a wedding.

Sarah Lucky, Editor

**Betty**
Ladies On Fire
Season finale. Betties, assemble – it's time for another all-girls skate sesh.

Nico Leunen, Editor
Thomas Pooters, Editor

**Big Mouth**
Disclosure The Movie: The Musical!
A provocative school musical unleashes Missy's inner thespian -- and her new Hormone Monstress. The "Queer Eye" Fab Five pay a visit to Coach Steve.

Felipe Salazar, Editor
Black Monday
I Don't Like Mondays
A plan comes together.

Ali Greer, Editor
Travis Sittard, Editor

Black Monday
Violent Crooks And Cooks Of Books
Blair and Dawn take to the skies to pursue a new investor. Mo and Keith struggle with relocation.

John Daigle, Editor

#blackAF
i know you may not get this, but the reason we deserve a vacation is... because of slavery
As Joya takes time to focus on herself before her event, Drea tries to bond with Chloe, Pops handles an incident, and Kenya switches up his behavior.

Benjamin Callahan, Editor

#blackAF
yo, between you and me... this is because of slavery
After criticizing a Black film, Kenya seeks out honest feedback from his family and peers. Joya worries her kids aren't embracing their Blackness.

Shannon Baker Davis, ACE, Editor
Christine Armstrong, Additional Editor
Benjamin Callahan, Additional Editor

#blackAF
yup, you guessed it. again, this is because of slavery.
Tired of Black dads never getting praise, Kenya strives to be a more involved father by volunteering to coach a team and organizing a family night.

Shannon Baker Davis, ACE, Editor

BoJack Horseman
The View From Halfway Down
BoJack reconnects with faces from his past.

Jose Martinez, Editor

BoJack Horseman
Xerox Of A Xerox
After the Sarah Lynn story breaks, BoJack gives a live interview on TV. Diane meets Guy's teenage son.

Claire Levinson, Editor
Brian Swanson, Editor
Breeders

No Dad
Paul and Ally are thrilled that Sprout the family gerbil has finally died, but explaining loss to Luke and Ava is more difficult than they thought as grief manifests itself in mysterious ways and throws the family off course.

Mark Henson, Editor

Breeders

No Honeymoon
Paul attempts to focus on his upcoming wedding but is constantly thwarted by his family; Ally is distracted by work, Luke is misbehaving at school and Leah doesn’t understand why they are even bothering to get married.

Pete Drinkwater, Editor

Central Park

Skater’s Circle
Bitsy pitches her plan to buy the park. Owen deals with a mini-mugging in Skater’s Circle.

Kris Fitzgerald, Editor

Curb Your Enthusiasm

Beep Panic
Latte Larry’s opens, starting a price war with Mocha Joe. Larry keeps claiming there is a problem with his BMW so he can snack on the special Bavarian licorice at the dealership. Larry always checks his phone at red lights, and when people honk, he flies off in a panic.

Roger Nygard, ACE, Editor

Curb Your Enthusiasm

Elizabeth, Margaret And Larry
Actor Jon Hamm shadows Larry to prepare for an upcoming role. Larry meddles in the sale of Cheryl’s sister’s house, and ends up sleeping with her. Larry helps Leon grow a new business, “Gotta Go”, where Leon replaces people at work so they can go use the bathroom.

Steve Rasch, ACE, Editor

Curb Your Enthusiasm

Happy New Year
It’s mid-January and Larry is done saying “Happy New Year”. Larry feels wronged by Mocha Joe and vows to open a “Spite Store” coffee shop next door. Jeff is confused for Harvey Weinstein. Larry realizes that a MAGA hat is great people repellent.

Tim Roche, Editor
DAVE

Ally’s Toast
Ally wants to impress her family with the perfect maid of honor speech at her sister’s wedding. Dave struggles to be a good boyfriend while negotiating a record deal, forcing Ally to question their relationship. As her sister begins a new chapter, Ally and Dave close the book on theirs.

Matthew J. Barbato, Editor

DAVE

The Gander
Dave attempts to capitalize on his YouTube success by getting YG to do a feature verse. Instead, Dave meets GaTa and gets educated on the social dynamics of the rap world. Under GaTa’s tutelage, an unlikely friendship is formed that may prove much more valuable than anything Dave was imagining.

Roger Nygard, Editor
John Wesley Whitton, Editor

DAVE

Hypospadius
Ally tries to open Dave up to new sexual experiences but inadvertently exposes his deepest, darkest insecurities about his dick. Dave asks his friends for advice about satiating Ally's newfound appetites.

Ivan Victor, Editor
Patrick Tuck, Editor

DAVE

Jail
When the label rejects Dave's first single, Jail, Benny Blanco suggests Dave leak it on The Breakfast Club. Dave eventually realizes the friends he expected to protect him from corporate interference are actually protecting him from himself. In the end, Dave protects what matters most: his friendships.

Patrick Tuck, Editor

Dead To Me

It's Not You, It's Me
Filled with guilt and regret, Jen finds a civic-minded way to unleash some pent-up feelings. Judy revisits her past. The police uncover a new lead.

Liza Cardinale, ACE, Editor
Iris Hershner, Editor

Dead To Me

You Can't Live Like This
Jen and Judy disagree over how to handle the situation with Steve, but when the threat of being ratted out hits close to home, a risky plan take shape.

Iris Hershner, Editor
Dead To Me
You Don't Have To
Jen scrambles to contain the fallout from Charlie's vehicular hijinks, Judy faces questions about Steve, and Henry experiences a case of stage fright.

Nicole Brik, Editor

Dear White People
Chapter I
With Sam, Lionel and the rest of the crew caught up in their own priorities, Al suddenly feels like the only one fighting for change at Winchester.

Bryan Irving, Editor

Diary Of A Future President
Habeas Corpus
Elena serves detention and discovers a group of kids who have so much more to offer than their bad reputations would suggest. Bobby watches a really bad movie with his friends, but finds an opportunity to reveal a part of himself that he hadn't shared with anyone before.

Eric Lea, Editor

Diary Of A Future President
Hello World
A young Cuban-American girl embarks on a journey to become the future president of the United States.

Kyla Plewes, Editor

Dickinson
Wild Nights
Emily and Austin throw a party, and their mutual love for Sue causes tension.

Jane Rizzo, Editor

Disenchantment
Stairway To Hell
Bean and Luci concoct a plan to resurrect Elfo. But he’ll have to meet them in hell — if he can get there. Zøg discovers a friend in frozen Dreamland.

Chris Vallance, Editor
Jonathan Polk, Editor

Divorce
Away Games
Robert and Frances are thrown together for a weekend as they chaperone Lila's away-game. Robert has his hands full trying to keep rowdy teens in line, while also clocking Frances' new flirtation. Diane considers a proposition from Gordon. Dallas discovers that she and her fellow therapists share a common problem.

Elizabeth Merrick, Editor
**Divorce**

Knock, Knock

As each of their relationships reach a moment of truth, Frances and Robert face the reality of post-divorce life. Frances urges her new colleagues to break out of their comfort zones. With her career in jeopardy, Dallas discovers what she really wants. Diane reconsiders her relationship with Gordon.

Sheri Bylander, ACE, Editor

---

**The End Of The F***ing World**

Episode 3

After an awkward encounter at the café, Alyssa wakes up on her big day with nagging doubts about what she wants from life.

Tony Kearns, Editor

---

**Family Guy**

Baby Stewie

Stewie builds a gene-altering device to ensure he won’t grow up to be like the rest of the family, but it backfires and turns him into a regular baby, and it falls on Brian to look after him.

Mike Elias, Editor

---

**Feel Good**

Episode 1

Comedian Mae embarks on an intense relationship with George, a woman who’s only dated men. But they both hold back important parts of themselves.

William Webb, Editor

---

**First Wives Club**

Diamonds Are Forever

Ari and David clash about Derek’s growing involvement in David’s campaign. Unable to track down Hazel’s prenup, Ari, Hazel and Bree orchestrate a heist into Derek’s penthouse to steal his copy of their prenup. Bree serves Gary with divorce papers.

Kyle Gilman, Editor

---

**Gentefied**

Unemployed AF

Pop tries to pull Chris out of a downward spiral, Erik asks Yessika for help saving the shop, and Ana scores a lucrative gig at a grown-up party.

Edwin Ulysses Rivera, Editor
**GLOW**

Freaky Tuesday

Tammé's back problems lead to a major shake-up in the ring. An offer to extend the show divides the producers. Justine asks Sam to read her screenplay.

Tyler L. Cook, Editor

---

**The Good Place**

Whenever You're Ready

One by one, each member of the Soul Squad achieves a sense of peace and exits The Good Place forever. Michael cannot leave because he is an eternal being, so Eleanor persuades the Judge to grant him life on Earth as a real human. Finally content, Eleanor exits.

Eric Kissack, Editor

---

**Grace And Frankie**

The Surprises

Grace wants to leverage Jack’s celebrity connections...and Sol and Robert realize they've met him before. Bud tries to prove he's over Jessica.

Sarah Lucky, Editor

---

**The Great**

The Beaver's Nose

Catherine decides to move forward with the coup on her birthday. Peter isn’t so easily overcome and holds Leo hostage as collateral. In exchange for a return to her status, Marial betrays Catherine to Peter and reveals a secret. The battle begins.

Ant Boys, ACE, Editor
Chris Hunter, Additional Editor

---

**The Great**

Meatballs At The Dacha

Catherine’s political abilities are tested when she's given an opportunity to travel abroad. Leo wants to leave court. Marial tries to keep him there by telling him about the coup.

Billy Sneddon, Editor

---

**grown-ish**

Gut Feeling

As her friends surprise her with a baby shower, Nomi struggles with the decision to put her baby up for adoption or keep it.

Jennifer M. Taylor, Editor
High Fidelity
Uptown
Rob is ready to move on to the next chapter in her life, so when she gets a call about a record collection for sale she asks Clyde (her one-nightstand) to go with her to the Upper East Side.

Kate Hickey, Editor

I Am Not Okay With This
Dear Diary...
When her best friend (and secret crush) hooks up with a crude jock, Syd seethes with anger...and her feelings boil over in startling ways.

Yana Gorskaya, ACE, Editor
Dane McMaster, Editor

Insatiable
The Most You You Can Be
The Miss American Lady pageant declares its winner as shocking truths come to light, and Patty embraces her inner self, much to Bob's dismay.

Stacey Clipp, Editor
Lance Luckey, Editor

Insecure
Lowkey Losin’ It
When Issa has a block party crisis, she turns to a reluctant Molly for help.

Daysha Broadway, Editor

Insecure
Lowkey Lost
When a crisis occurs, Issa and her friends must pull together.

Mark Sadlek, Editor
Aric Lewis, Additional Editor

Insecure
Lowkey Trying
Issa reconnects with Lawrence and Nathan – and extends a timely olive branch.

Nena Erb, ACE, Editor
Lynarion Hubbard, Additional Editor

Kidding
The Cleanest Liver In Columbus, Ohio
Jeff realizes that if he can tell a lie for the first time in his life he’ll get everything he’s ever wanted.

Tony Orcena, Editor
**Kidding**

A Seat On The Rocket

Jeff decides to start a new Pickles family while Deirdre tries to get some good PR for the show.

Franky Guttman, Editor

Rylan Rafferty, Editor

---

**Kidding**

Up, Down And Everything In Between

While Jill, Deirdre and Seb debate over who is to blame for Jeff’s recent behavior, Jeff finds himself in the real-world version of Pickle Barrel Falls.

Franky Guttman, Editor

---

**The Kominsky Method**

Chapter 10. An Old Flame, An Old Wick

Norman and Madelyn get closer as they spend time together in Santa Barbara. When Sandy meets Mindy's boyfriend, he discovers they have a lot in common.

Steven Lang, ACE, Editor

---

**The Kominsky Method**

Chapter 13. A Shenckman Equivocates

Sandy urges Norman to make a grand gesture for Madelyn. After Martin experiences a medical episode, Sandy decides to have a complete checkup.

Gina Sansom, Editor

---

**Little America**

The Cowboy

A Nigerian student finds a sense of connection through Oklahoma's cowboy culture.

Hilda Rasula, ACE, Editor

---

**Little America**

The Manager

When his parents are deported, 12-year-old Kabir is left to run the family's motel in Utah.

Janet Weinberg, ACE, Editor

---

**Little America**

The Son

A gay Syrian man flees his family who reacted violently to discovering his orientation, crossing the border into Jordan in the hopes that he can one day claim asylum in the United States.

Nena Erb, ACE, Editor
Living With Yourself
The Best You Can Be
Fearing his career and relationship are both going down the tubes, Miles heeds the advice of a newly successful co-worker and visits a mysterious spa.

Brian A. Kates, ACE, Editor
Jesse Gordon, Editor
Jennifer Lilly, Editor

Living With Yourself
Nice Knowing You
While original Miles tries to talk his way out of a sticky situation, new Miles gives himself a makeover and contemplates a dark end.

Alex Minnick, Editor

Lodge 49
Circles
Liz explores Orbis and opens a door to another world, Dud finds a portal to Blaise and they both fall through a ceiling, and Jackie Loomis' feminist journey begins in 1961 and ends with a mummy left behind in a secret room at the Lodge.

Susan Vaill, ACE, Editor

Lodge 49
Zugzwang
L. Marvin Metz comes to the Lodge with Dud and Ernie. Liz gets a promotion and Scott goes for a walk.

Ivan Victor, Editor

Los Espookys
El monstruo marino
After a longtime tourist attraction is compromised, the mayor of a seaside town is approached by Renaldo to create another. Disappointed after meeting her chat-room boyfriend, Tati decides to follow Beatriz's advice and be her own boss. Tico eyes a fortuitous partnership after running into Renaldo's favorite director in L.A.

Arturo Sosa, Editor

Love Life
Augie Jeong
Darby experiences the first love of her adult life.

Brent White, ACE, Editor
The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
A Jewish Girl Walks Into The Apollo...
Joel readies his club for its grand opening. Midge asks Moishe for a favor. Susie suffers a loss and turns to an unexpected source for help. Midge learns a hard show business lesson.

Kate Sanford, ACE, Editor
Tim Streeto, ACE, Editor

Medical Police
Deuce To Nines, Double Draw
A new threat takes Owen and Lola to Latvia in search of a man named Nikolai. Back in LA, Dr. Cat’s talent show demands more skill than she realized.

Dean Pollack, Editor

Medical Police
Dumb Doggy
Owen and Lola follow a lead to Italy before making a very unclean getaway to Africa, hot on the trail of the mysterious virus’s architect

Maura Corey, ACE, Editor

Medical Police
Wheels Up
After discovering an outbreak of a rare and deadly disease, Dr. Lola Spratt and Dr. Owen Maestro team up with a secret unit of the CDC to investigate.

John Daigle, Editor

The Midnight Gospel
Mouse Of Silver
Clancy joins his mother on an emotional journey through the wondrous cycle of birth, life and death. With Deneen Fendig, Duncan Trussell’s late mother.

Megan Love, Editor

mixed-ish
All She Wants To Do Is Dance
Bow is forced to consider the social impact of her date choice for her first school dance.

Jamie Conklin, Editor

mixed-ish
Let Your Hair Down
After a teacher tells Rainbow to make sure her hair is "neat" for picture day, she becomes self-conscious and begins a complicated relationship with her hair; Johan and Santamonica struggle with their own hair identity.

Seth Clark, Editor
Modern Family
Finale Part 2
Series Finale Part 2

Christian Miglio, Editor

Modern Love
Rallying To Keep The Game Alive
Sarah and Dennis are a married couple with children who are at a crossroad in their lives. Seeing a therapist, they decide to start playing tennis and try to sort out their issues with each other.

Ken Eluto, ACE, Editor

Modern Love
When The Doorman Is Your Main Man
"Ours was a common and unsung friendship, that between women living in New York, single and alone, and the doormen who take care of them, acting as gatekeepers, bodyguards, confidants and father figures."

Andrew Marcus, Editor

Mr Inbetween
Socks Are Important
When exiting a department store, make sure you don’t leave with less than you came with.

Drew Thompson, A.S.E., Editor

Mr Inbetween
There Rust, And Let Me Die
We live, no doubt, but does anybody really die?

David Whittaker, Editor

Mythic Quest: Raven's Banquet
Quarantine
As the MQ staff works from home, Poppy struggles with solitude while Brad and David start a charitable competition.

Steve Welch, ACE, Editor
Josh Drisko, Editor

Never Have I Ever
...been the loneliest boy in the world
A glimpse into the real Ben who, despite the bravado and money, is just a lonely kid with absentee parents and a girlfriend too preoccupied with Instagram, as told through his own perspective.

Christian Kinnard, Editor
**Never Have I Ever**

...pissed off everyone I know

After receiving an emergency message from Paxton, Devi drops everything only to find out that it’s his sister who needs her help. At school, Eleanor is spiraling, vowing to never act again. Ben decides to throw a party and invites all his classmates.

Jonathan Pledger, Editor

---

**Never Have I Ever**

...said I’m sorry

Devi runs away from home. Ben reaches out to some unlikely allies for help, hoping to stop Devi before she does something she’ll regret forever.

Mat Greenleaf, Editor

---

**Paradise PD**

Paradise Found

As tourists flock to the new, peaceful Paradise, Gina plots to bust Dusty out of prison, Kevin savors his hero status, and Karen plans an execution.

Jeff Cannell, Editor

---

**Perfect Harmony**

Regionals

At the regional choir competition in Lexington, Arthur relishes the opportunity to finally stick it to his old rival when the unexpected happens.

Hugh Ross, Editor

---

**The Politician**

The Assassination Of Payton Hobart

As Payton confronts hard truths about his ambition following an election day bombshell, he reconnects with a former ally - and becomes a target.

Peggy Tachdjian, Editor

---

**The Politician**

Pilot

After a charismatic candidate joins the race for student body president, Payton searches for a running mate who will make him seem more authentic.

Shelly Westerman, Editor

---

**The Politician**

The Voter

Payton makes an eleventh-hour push to lock down the school's undecided voters, including one student who has other things on his mind besides politics.

Danielle Wang, Editor
**Ramy**
Bay’ah
bro... you want real love? commit to the right person. take the bay’ah.

Joanna Naugle, Editor

---

**Rick And Morty**
Star Mort Rickturn Of The Jerri
Parenting is crazy broh. Stuff straight disappearin in this one.

Lee Harting, Editor

---

**The Righteous Gemstones**
And Yet One Of You Is A Devil
Eli informs Jesse, Kelvin and Judy that they’ll each need to be front and center at the Easter Sunday service, their biggest telecast of the year. Judy’s deference to Baby Billy threatens her relationship with BJ and with her family.

Sam Seig, ACE, Editor

---

**The Righteous Gemstones**
But The Righteous Will See Their Fall
Jesse deals with the fallout of the dramatic events of Easter Sunday. Judy attempts to win back BJ after receiving some harsh words from Baby Billy. Meanwhile, Kelvin deals with a serious crisis of faith.

Craig Hayes, Editor

---

**The Righteous Gemstones**
Now The Sons Of Eli Were Worthless Men
Jealous of Kelvin’s rising star, Judy seeks her moment in the spotlight under Baby Billy’s tutelage. Jesse procures key evidence he hopes will lead to the blackmailers.

Todd Zelin, Editor

---

**The Righteous Gemstones**
The Righteous Gemstones
Jesse Gemstone receives a video from blackmailers seeking to sully his reputation.

Justin Bourret, Editor

---

**RUN**
RUN
Series premiere. Ruby Richardson’s shaken from her humdrum suburban life when an urgent text prompts her to fly to New York and board a train to reunite with college ex Billy Johnson. Ruby and Billy fight the tension that exists between them while attempting to root out each other's secrets.

Ant Boys, ACE, Editor
**RUN**

Tell

Stranded in the middle of nowhere, Ruby and Billy argue about what to do next. Each affected by the other's desperation, the two must come together to confront their actions. Meanwhile, Laurel makes a gruesome discovery and receives an eventful visit from Detective Babe Cloud.

Katie Weiland, ACE, Editor

---

**Schitt's Creek**

Happy Ending

David is stressed out about the rain on his wedding day, so Patrick gets David a massage to help him relax. Meanwhile, Johnny scrambles to find a new venue, Alexis is embarrassed by a wardrobe oversight and Moira takes on the role of officiant.

Trevor Ambrose, Editor

---

**Schitt's Creek**

Start Spreading The News

As Johnny celebrates his big win, Moira receives some unexpected news that alters their plans. David makes a decision about where he wants to live, and it comes as a surprise to the family. Alexis and Twyla engage in an emotional gift exchange.

Paul Winestock, CCE, Editor

---

**Schooled**

Beanie Babies

With Mellor's help, CB plans to give Lainey an epic Christmas gift and share his feelings until Barry comes to town. In an effort for a more inclusive holiday show, Glascott forces Lainey to take on more than she can handle.

William Marrinson, Editor

---

**Schooled**

Kick Like A Girl

Coach Mellor and Glascott are thrilled when Felicia joins the football team but she quickly quits when it jeopardizes her socially. Lainey looks forward to chaperoning the ski trip with CB, and proving she's a responsible teacher.

Christopher Kroll, Editor

---

**Schooled**

Rock Star

Lainey is threatened when she learns Wilma is an incredible singer and the show choir asks her to perform. Meanwhile, after Toby gets in a fight, Glascott must help Julie and Mellor learn how to co-parent.

Kevin Leffler, Editor
**Sex Education**

Episode 1

Masturbation turns out to be Otis’s secret talent, but can he master his unruly desires for Ola? A chlamydia outbreak distracts the student body.

Steve Ackroyd, Editor

---

**Shameless**

Gallavich!

Liam out-Gallagthers Frank as Lip works to convince Tami to stay in Chicago with their baby. Debbie turns over a new romantic leaf. Kev’s new business takes off, but V wonders where the money is going.

Mark Strand, Editor

---

**Shameless**

A Little Gallagher Goes A Long Way

Frank and Mickey set off on a day of adventure. Debbie discovers a new way to make money as Lip leans on his new friend for parenting advice. Carl gets more than he bargained for when he offers to help Anne. Liam grows suspicious of his seemingly perfect mentor.

Michael S. Stern, Editor

---

**Sherman's Showcase**

The Ladies Of The Showcase

Mary J. Blige introduces some of the female artists who used “Sherman's Showcase” as a launchpad for their careers. Performances include an unusual rap battle, a black girl magic act, and a performance by Mary herself.

Diana Fishman, Editor

---

**Sherman's Showcase**

White Music

An aging punk singer explores the many different white artists who have performed on “Sherman's Showcase.” Sherman used his show as a platform to try and bridge the racial gap. Sometimes it worked.

Casey McClelland, Editor

---

**Shrill**

Salon

Annie receives an invite to Gabe’s monthly salon. There she meets the publisher of The Thorn who is impressed with her work. Annie sees that she has been selling herself short in her work life and her love life and maybe needs to push herself further.

Nicholas Gallucci, Editor
**Shrill**

Skate

After a month of being her own boss, Annie is starting to crack. She can’t find work and she misses her old friends from The Thorn. Ryan comes with her to Ruthie’s roller-skating birthday party to reconnect with her old friends and face Gabe.

Heather Capps, Editor

---

**Silicon Valley**

Exit Event

Ahead of a career-defining moment, Richard makes a startling discovery that sends the entire Pied Piper team racing to pull off the biggest bait-and-switch that Silicon Valley has ever seen.

Al LeVine, Editor

---

**Silicon Valley**

RussFest

Richard, Dinesh, Gilfoyle and Jared face their greatest challenge yet as a massive event tests PiperNet’s capabilities, while Laurie’s unexpected presence makes them wary of sabotage. Monica discovers Jian-Yang is using Pied Piper’s name for his own benefit.

Gina Sansom, Editor

---

**Solar Opposites**

The Booster Manifold

Egad! Korvo and Terry try to manage their stress. The replicants learn about their growing bodies.

Lee Harting, Editor

---

**South Side**

Mild Sauce Meatballs

Kareme propels Rent-T-Own to the next level with his tasty mild sauce meatballs and Allen tries desperately to impress the Heirs of Madagascar Social Club.

Diana Fishman, Editor

---

**South Side**

Weird White Murderer

Officer Turner throws herself into the search for a missing teenager, and Stacy sets out to record the perfect song to inspire the community.

Alex Hanawalt, Editor

---

**South Side**

Xbox

Simon and Kareme graduate from community college, but they’re still stuck in their dead-end jobs repossessing furniture for Rent-T-Own.

Dane McMaster, Editor
Space Force
IT’S GOOD TO BE BACK ON THE MOON
With the launch just days away, General Naird copes with an unprepared crew. Captain Ali searches for the perfect words, and Erin visits her mom.

Rob Burnett, Editor
Joshua C. Toomey, Editor

Space Force
THE LAUNCH
Four-star general Mark Naird — leader of the newly created Space Force — is pressured to launch a satellite despite dire warnings from scientists.

David Rogers, ACE, Editor

Space Force
SAVE EPSILON 6!
The hour of the chimpstronaut. With a newly-launched satellite endangered, General Naird must decide between a well-reasoned scientific solution and a chimp-led rescue operation.

Susan Vaill, ACE, Editor

Twenties
Pilot
Aspiring screenwriter Hattie finds herself evicted, jobless, and down on her luck before she runs into the famed writer/producer Ida B. whose show Cocoa’s Butter, Hattie has shaded on social media.

Daysha Broadway, Editor

The Unicorn
No Pressure
Wade pretends to be dating his friend Caroline to avoid being set up on blind dates by Delia. Ben and Michelle throw an anniversary party for themselves but have issues with the catering.

Paul Swain, Editor

Upload
Welcome To Upload
After a self-driving car crash, Nathan is uploaded to Lakeview, his girlfriend’s family’s digital after-life, where he meets his customer service rep, Nora.

David Rogers, ACE, Editor

Vida
Episode 304
Lyn throws Marcos an epic, Vida-style, double-30 Queerceañera, and Emma goes on a psychedelic journey of self-exploration.

Liza D. Espinas, Editor
**Vida**

Episode 306

With the weight of their mother’s legacy on their shoulders, the sisters are forced to decide whether they will ultimately stay together or go their separate ways.

JoAnne Yarrow, ACE, Editor

---

**What We Do In The Shadows**

Resurrection

Nadja and Laszlo's new familiar poses problems for an increasingly anxious Guillermo, and the vampires enlist the services of a local necromancer.

Yana Gorskaya, ACE, Editor
Dane McMaster, Editor

---

**Why Women Kill**

Kill Me As If It Were The Last Time

After learning the shocking truth about her daughter’s death, Beth Ann’s plan for revenge could alter the course of many lives. As Karl's health worsens, Simone's commitment to their relationship is tested. With Jade gone, Taylor and Eli focus on their love story and hope the past is behind them.

Andrew Doerfer, ACE, Editor

---

**Why Women Kill**

Murder Means Never Having To Say You're Sorry

Beth Ann learns of Rob's infidelity; Simone is blindsided by her Karl's devastating secret; Taylor has an open marriage with Eli.

Michael Berenbaum, ACE, Editor

---

**Work In Progress**

3, 2, 1

The final almonds. When Abby motivates herself to get out of the apartment for Julia's This American Life show, she’s met with two unwanted surprises.

Mike Berg, Editor
Joseph Jett Sally, Editor

---

**Young Sheldon**

A Baby Tooth And The Egyptian God Of Knowledge

Sheldon has a scientific breakthrough at the dentist's office. Also, Dale and Meemaw go to the casino, and Georgie makes a big mistake when Dale leaves him in charge of the store.

Brian Merken, ACE, Editor
Young Sheldon
A Secret Letter And A Lowly Disc Of Processed Meat

Season finale. An errant hot dog leads Sheldon to discover Mary hid his college acceptance letters, stymying his future. George is furious and helps Sheldon videotape a presentation of emotional teacher testimonials to convince her otherwise. When Meemaw discovers Dale fired Georgie, she eggs him on to revenge.

David Helfand, ACE, Editor

Younger
Big Day

Kelsey makes her debut as publisher, quickly realizing that the company is in trouble. The new regime - and a revelation about Liza - sends Diane into a crisis. Josh finds out the paternity of Clare's baby.

Jesse Gordon, Editor

Younger
Flush With Love

Liza and Kelsey clash with Quinn, who's walking the line between author and investor. Diana offends Enzo. Lauren throws a gender reveal party for Clare's baby.

Edward Chin, Editor

Younger
Forever

Liza struggles to balance without Kelsey. Kelsey strategizes with an unlikely ally. Diana and Charles both make moves for the future.

Alex Minnick, Editor

Younger
An Inside Glob

In the wake of a book loss, Liza and Kelsey shift their focus to an author who is skeptical of Millennials in charge. Kelsey deals with the stress of her new job. Maggie tries a holistic remedy.

John Rafanelli, Editor

Younger
Merger, She Wrote

Liza and Charles attend a microdosing retreat, where Liza is surprised by new friends and familiar faces. Brownyn Madigan finds an unlikely voice for her audiobooks. Maggie gets hogtied.

Laura Weinberg, Editor
Younger
Stiff Competition
Liza and Charles use competition to spice up their relationship. Kelsey and Diana question Liza’s loyalty. Josh reaps the perks of going viral.

Jesse Gordon, Editor
Lilli Janney, Editor

Zoey’s Extraordinary Playlist
Pilot
A young woman discovers she has the ability to hear the innermost thoughts of people around her as songs and musical numbers.

David Dean, Editor

Zoey’s Extraordinary Neighbor
Dedicated to our LGBTQ friends, coworkers and community, Zoey is forced to address her own faith and why she was given these powers as she attempts to help her neighbor Mo feel comfortable and safe expressing his true self to his church choir and congregation.

John Koslowsky, ACE, Editor

End of Category
Outstanding Multi-Camera Picture Editing For A Comedy Series

Bob Hearts Abishola
SockWife
When Bob’s ex-wife checks into the hospital, Bob, Abishola and Kemi are sent into a sometimes musical frenzy.

Peter Chakos, Editor

The Conners
Slappy Holidays
Chaos ensues when Dan finally gets the entire family together for Thanksgiving dinner; mixed feelings about the Lunch Box continue to build tension in the house; Harris makes an unexpected move.

Brian Schnuckel, ACE, Editor

Danger Force
Say My Name
The members of Danger Force are given terrible nicknames live on KLVY news, so they come up with a plan to announce to the world who they really are - Volt, AWOL, ShoutOut and Brainstorm.

Mark Dashnaw, Editor

Family Reunion
Remember How This All Started?
Pilot episode. Moz & Cocoa McKellan bring their kids from Seattle to visit Moz’s parents for a family reunion in Georgia, prompting a reawakening of their family's black heritage and culture.

Russell Griffin, ACE, Editor

Fuller House
A Modest Proposal
A dutiful DJ springs into action when Fernando asks for help proposing to Kimmy -- again. But the results are even bigger and better than she expected.

Jim Miley, Editor

Indebted
Everybody's Talking About The Pilot
Young parents Dave and Rebecca end up having to take care of Dave’s parents who have mishandled their finances and need help to pay down a sizable debt.

Brian Schnuckel, ACE, Editor
**Indebted**

*Everybody's Talking About The Shiva*

After Deb's Aunt Judith dies, she passes the torch of hosting shiva to Rebecca and Dave. They put a modern spin on old traditions, which makes Debbie regret passing the torch, and Joanna is worried she will die alone, which forces her to look for love in unlikely places.

Michael Karlich, Editor

**Last Man Standing**

*No Parental Guidance*

Mike Baxter helps his wife Vanessa deal with empty nest syndrome and Kristin announces her pregnancy to the family, unintentionally upsetting Mandy.

Kris Trexler, Editor

**Mad About You**

*The Cheese Stands Alone*

Paul and Jamie Buchman re-discover the romance in their marriage now that they are empty-nesters.

Russell Griffin, ACE, Editor

**Mad About You**

*Happy Birthday, Bon Voyage, Goodbye For Now*

Paul and Jamie try to plan a surprise birthday party for Mabel while she intends to reveal a big surprise of her own.

Brent Carpenter, Editor

**Mom**

*A Judgy Face And Your Grandma's Drawers*

Christy, Bonnie and the ladies step in to help when Marjorie’s granddaughter visits for the first time.

Joe Bella, Editor

**Mr. Iglesias**

*Some Children Left Behind*

On the last day of class before summer break, Gabe learns several of his students are being transferred out of Woodrow Wilson High School.

Scott Hill, ACE, Editor

**The Neighborhood**

*Welcome To The Bully*

When Grover gets into a fight with a bully at school, Gemma is torn between her role as principal and wanting to protect her son; Calvin encourages Marty to stand up to his own bully, only to be shocked when he learns who it is.

Chris Poulos, Editor
One Day At A Time
Boundaries
After Alex catches Penelope in a compromising position, Penelope is motivated to talk to Alex about healthy human sexuality, while defending herself against Lydia’s old-school judgments.

Cheryl Campsmith, ACE, Editor

Outmatched
Royal Rumble
When Mike and Kay get caught in a lie about Leila’s birthdate, they throw her a party with a theme of her choice; Brian, Nicole and Marc struggle with the news that Rita and Irwin would be their guardians if something happens to Mike and Kay.

Richard Candib, ACE, Editor

The Ranch
Like It’s The Last Time
To celebrate their last Thanksgiving on the ranch, Colt and the guys go on a turkey hunt. Mary checks into rehab.

Michael Karlich, Editor

Will & Grace
We Love Lucy
Will claims living with Grace is like Ricky living with Lucy. When Karen and Jack hear this, they each claim that they are the Lucy of the group. They each imagine themselves as Lucy (during “Vitameatavegamin,” “Chocolate Factory,” and “Grape-Stomping”), with Will as the Ricky to all of them.

Peter Beyt, ACE, Editor

Will & Grace
What A Dump
Grace and her neighbor give their romance another shot, but an embarrassing incident puts Grace’s relationship and dignity in jeopardy; Will cuts Jack off financially to get him to grow up.

Joseph Fulton, Editor
**Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Limited Series Or Movie**

**Agatha Christie: The Pale Horse**

Part 1

A mysterious list of names is found in the shoes of a dead woman. What is the connection to the village of Much Deeping?

Mdhamiri A Nkemi, Editor  
Eve Doherty, Editor  
Anne Sopel, Editor

**Agatha Raisin And The Haunted House**

Agatha Raisin’s resourceful instincts, street-smart savvy and saucy humor are put to the test, when her new detective agency fails to attract clients, her team investigates the haunting of Ivy Hall, a mystery that has baffled locals and treasure hunters for centuries.

Rob Platt, Editor

**Amazing Stories**

**The Rift**

A WWII pilot crashes in modern-day Ohio witnessed by a young widow and her stepson. They in turn find themselves trying to help the pilot find his way back home.

Sabrina Plisco, ACE, Editor

**American Horror Story: 1984**

**Camp Redwood**

In the summer of 1984, five friends escape Los Angeles to work as counselors at Camp Redwood. As they adjust to their new jobs, they quickly learn that the only thing scarier than campfire tales is the past coming to haunt you.

Peggy Tachdjian, Editor

**American Horror Story: 1984**  
**Episode 100**

With the horrors of the night behind them the survivors deal with the fallout of their choices.

Ken Ramos, Editor

**American Horror Story: 1984**

**Final Girl**

Camp Redwood draws in a lost soul looking for closure.

Danielle Wang, Editor

**American Son**

Kendra Ellis-Connor, the mother of a missing teenage boy, struggles to put pieces together in a police station. Four viewpoints emerge and navigate the dynamic of an interracial couple raising a mixed-race son.

Melissa Kent, Editor
**Bad Education**

Frank Tassone and Pam Gluckin reign over a Long Island school district on the verge of the nation’s top spot, spurring record college admissions and property values. When an embezzlement scheme surfaces that threatens to destroy all they’ve built, Frank is forced to maintain order—by whatever means necessary.

Louise Ford, Editor

---

**Barkskins**

New France

Newcomers to the New World arrive in the wild, often scary territory of New France.

Chris A. Peterson, ACE, Editor

---

**Belgravia**

Episode Five

A jealous Oliver threatens to ruin the lives of many as he makes a shocking discovery about Charles. John’s plans are jeopardised, making him dangerous; he enlists the help of the Trenchard staff to stoop to new lows.

Stuart Gazzard, Editor

---

**Belgravia**

Episode Four

Tensions rise when Caroline organises an outing for Lady Maria and Anne, which sees the women compromised. Susan’s indulgent behaviour catches up with her, and Ellis begins to show her true colours.

Justin Krish, Editor

---

**Blow The Man Down**

Welcome to Easter Cove, a fishing village on Maine’s rocky coast. Grieving the loss of their mother, Mary Beth & Priscilla Connolly cover up a gruesome run-in with a dangerous man, leading them deeper into Easter Cove’s underbelly where they uncover the town matriarchs’ darkest secrets.

Marc Vives, Editor

---

**Briarpatch**

First Time In Saint Disgrace

Allegra Dill returns to Texas after her sister is murdered.

Gina Hirsch, Editor

---

**Castle Rock**

The Laughing Place

In the beginning....

Eleanor Infante, Editor
**Castle Rock**

*Let The River Run*

A nurse gets waylaid in Castle Rock.

Trevor Baker, Editor
Ryan Jones, Editor

---

**Catherine The Great**

*Episode Four*

Toppled into war by their ambitious overreaching, Catherine and Potemkin are pushed to the brink and forced to question their loyalty to one another. Meanwhile, Catherine grows increasingly obsessed by her legacy, sliding further towards a tragic end.

Selina MacArthur, Editor

---

**Catherine The Great**

*Episode Three*

Catherine and Potemkin's love affair is beset with complications from all sides as they are torn between the desire for Empire and the desire for one another. Potemkin begins an epic quest to the Crimea, while Catherine mends bridges with her family.

Stuart Gazzard, Editor

---

**Cherish The Day**

*Basis*

A year and a half after the start of Evan and Gently's relationship, Evan consults with both Ben and Miss Luma to plan a romantic getaway for Gently. However, Gently ends up surprising Evan in a move that could re-chart the couple's course forever.

Elisa R. Cohen, Editor

---

**Cherish The Day**

*Oasis*

After three months of dating, Evan invites Gently to his parents' 40th anniversary party; what starts out as a lovely evening quickly goes awry when Evan's father has too much to drink and his mother can't hide her contempt for Gently.

Alex Ivany, Editor

---

**Cherish The Day**

*Synthesis*

A year after their first date, fate brings Evan and Gently back together when they run into each other at an art gallery and romantic feelings are rekindled; the chance meeting turns into a wild date night that results in a trip to the hospital.

Alexander Aquino-Kaljakin, Editor

---

**A Christmas Carol**

The iconic ghost story re-imagined as a spine-tingling immersion into Scrooge's dark night of the soul.

Beverley Mills, Editor
The Clark Sisters: First Ladies Of Gospel

The story of the legendary pioneers of contemporary gospel music and their trailblazing mother, Mattie Moss Clark.

Diane Brunjes, Editor

The College Admissions Scandal

Two wealthy mothers—sought-after interior designer Caroline and Bethany, owner of a successful financial-services firm—share an obsession with getting their teenagers into the best possible college.

James Ilecic, CCE, Editor

Dead Still

Daguerreotype

During the Victorian era, the real-life practice of “post-mortem photography” involves a memorial photographer as he commemorates the recently deceased. To find his missing equipment, Brock and Nancy travel to an unsavory part of Dublin to track down Conall, who has also disappeared.

Gráinne Gavigan, Editor

Defending Jacob

Everything Is Cool

When new evidence is discovered, Andy is taken off the case.

Tanya Swerling, Editor

Defending Jacob

Job

As the trial begins, Jacob’s fate hangs in the balance.

Tom Wilson, Editor

Devs

Episode 7

The Devs team perfect the system, and Forest and Katie wait for the final day to play out. Lily and Jamie try to avoid the danger, but a visit from Kenton leaves Lily with no choice.

Jake Roberts, ACE, Editor
Erline O'Donovan-Clarke, Editor

Dispatches From Elsewhere

The Boy

A final mystery is solved.

Peter CabadaHagan, Editor
Dispatches From Elsewhere
The Creator
Simone, Peter, and Janice explore new interests, while Fredwynn finds it hard to let go.

Jennifer Van Goethem, Editor

Dispatches From Elsewhere
Peter
Peter is stuck in the everyday routine of his mundane life until the day he meets a group of strangers who all have something in common and together they begin an adventure into a world that has been hidden all around them.

Isaac Hagy, Editor

Dispatches From Elsewhere
Simone
The game continues as Simone and Peter follow the clues and explore the city; the gang discovers that the game runs deeper than they thought and they have to make an important choice.

Laura Zempel, Editor

Dolly Parton's Heartstrings: These Old Bones
A mysterious mountain woman steps into the spotlight as a lawyer struggles to find her voice of seeing, believing and everything between.

Casey Rohrs, Editor

Dracula
The Dark Compass
Dracula surfaces in a strange land. Back to his old ways in different surroundings, he meets an alluring new bride — and a fearsome challenge.

Paulo Pandolpho, Editor

The Eddy
Elliot
As jazz club owner Elliot juggles financial problems, band tensions and a visit from his teenage daughter, a shocking turn of events upends his life.

Guy Lecorne, Editor

El Camino: A Breaking Bad Movie
In the wake of his dramatic escape from captivity, Jesse Pinkman must come to terms with his past in order to forge some kind of future.

Skip Macdonald, ACE, Editor
Four Weddings And A Funeral

Lights, Camera, Wedding
Maya and Duffy’s relationship comes to an end, until Duffy stumbles upon a secret letter that gives him hope. Ainsley doubles down on her fight with Craig. Kash considers taking the next step with Fatima.

Adam Burr, Editor

Four Weddings And A Funeral

The Sound Of Music
Maya feels guilty that her work is forcing her to interact with Ainsley’s ex. Andrew and Tony 2 realize they have an unexpected connection. Bryce tries to take his professional relationship with Ainsley to the next level. Gemma gets on Duffy’s case about his lazy teaching.

Katie Abel, Editor

Four Weddings And A Funeral

The Winner Takes It All
An impending funeral stirs up old feelings for Maya. Haroon pressures Kash to consider an arranged marriage. Gemma makes a difficult parenting decision. Duffy and Tabby take a big step in their relationship.

Mat Greenleaf, Editor

Hollywood

A Hollywood Ending
Jack, Archie and Ray grieve a loss. Camille receives advice from her idol as Dick unveils his plan to release Meg.

Lousine Shamamian, Editor

Hollywood

Hooray For Hollywood
After returning from the war, Jack Castello arrives in Hollywood with hopes to make it in pictures. Jack’s wife, Henrietta, receives some unexpected news. A new friend makes Jack an offer that’s almost too good to be true.

Butch Wertman, Editor

Hollywood

Hooray For Hollywood: Part 2
Avis Amberg requests the services of the Golden Tip as Henrietta grows suspicious of Jack. Raymond Ainslie, an up-and-coming director, attempts to get his film greenlit by Ace Pictures and meets young screenwriter Archie Coleman to discuss his screenplay – Peg.

Andrew Groves, Editor
**I Know This Much Is True**

Episode Six

After a startling confrontation, Dominick seeks reconciliation with those closest to him and receives an answer to the question that has haunted him all his life.

Ron Patane, ACE, Editor
Nico Leunen, Editor
Malcolm Jamieson, Editor
Jim Helton, Editor
Dean Palisch, Editor

---

**Interrogation**

Det. Dave Russell vs Eric Fisher 1983

An interrogation of people who might be involved in a decades-old murder case.

J. Kathleen Gibson, ACE, Editor

---

**Little Fires Everywhere**

Find A Way

Elena’s bombshell reveal to Pearl threatens to forever damage Pearl’s relationship with her mother. Moody feels betrayed when he discovers Trip and Pearl’s secret. And the jury’s divisive verdict triggers a series of catastrophic events, which leads three characters to leave Shaker Heights for good.

Tyler L. Cook, Editor

---

**Little Fires Everywhere**

Picture Perfect

Izzy’s relationship with Elena reaches a boiling point. Bebe and Mia are cross examined by Bill in court. Pearl finds out about her mother’s past. Lexie and Brian have a serious conversation about their relationship.

Amelia Allwarden, Editor
Tyler L. Cook, Editor

---

**Little Fires Everywhere**

The Uncanny

In 1981, a young Mia begins studying in New York, where she meets a captivating photographer. Struggling to pay her tuition, Mia makes a decision that will change the course of her entire life. Meanwhile, a young Elena questions past choices as she adjusts to life with a fourth child.

Phyllis Housen, Editor

---

**Looking For Alaska**

It's Very Beautiful Over There

The search for answers pulls the group apart, until one final prank brings them back together.

Shoshanah Tanzer, Editor
The Loudest Voice
1995
Roger Ailes, fresh from being fired from CNBC, joins forces with media magnate Rupert Murdoch to form Fox News Channel, a conservative cable news outlet. Working feverishly to get ahead of the competition, Roger must do the unthinkable — put an entire network on the air in six months.

Padriac McKinley, Editor
Matthew Woolley, Editor

Mrs. America
Houston
Alice, Rosemary and Pamela cross into enemy territory at the National Women's Conference in Houston, where they come face-to-face with Feminist leaders.

Todd Downing, ACE, Editor

Mrs. America
Phyllis
Conservative activist Phyllis Schlafly considers another run for Congress, amid the women's movement's push for passage of the Equal Rights Amendment.

Robert Komatsu, ACE, Editor

Mrs. America
Reagan
Gloria, Bella and Jill put pressure on the White House to act on their proposals from the National Women's Conference. Phyllis prepares to leverage her political victories as the 1980 presidential election draws near.

Emily E. Greene, Editor
Robert Komatsu, ACE, Additional Editor
Phil Hamilton-Schmidt, Additional Editor

Mrs. Fletcher
Welcome Back
Series finale. Eve celebrates a life-changing decision. Brendan has an epiphany about college. Sanjay does a good deed.

Mark Sadlek, Editor

Normal People
Episode 5
Connell and Marianne start socializing as friends in Dublin.

Nathan Nugent, Editor
Our Boys
Chapter 4: The Dawn Martyr
Simon's team focus their investigation on Yosef's family and Dvora, a therapist who knows them intimately. Hussein negotiates with police to get control of Mohammed's body and is overwhelmed by the fervor surrounding his son's death. Avishai is burdened by regrets, while Simon looks deeper into the Adam settlement community.

Einat Glaser Zarhin, Editor

Our Boys
Chapter 7: Judging By Its End
Avishai takes Simon through the sequence of events that led to Mohammed's kidnapping and murder, revisiting key locations and recreating the crimes for police cameras. Desperate for atonement, a guilty Avishai slowly pieces together what happened, as Simon begins to realize the extent of his involvement in that fateful night.

Yael Hersonski, Editor

The Plot Against America
Part 1
Herman anticipates a promotion at work and takes his family to look at a bigger house, though Bess is concerned to leave their Jewish neighborhood amid anti-Semitism sparked by Lindbergh's presidential campaign. Evelyn is charmed by distinguished local clergyman Rabbi Lionel Bengelsdorf. Alvin Levin seeks retaliation for an aggrieved friend.

Joe Hobeck, ACE, Editor

The Plot Against America
Part 6
As violence spreads across the country before Election Day, Herman takes measures to keep his family safe. Meanwhile, Bess helps a small child caught in a maelstrom of anti-Semitism in Kentucky. Alvin is recruited for a new and secret mission as the ties that bind the Levins together are stressed.

Brian A. Kates, ACE, Editor

Quiz
Episode One
For Diana Ingram and brother Adrian, knowing the answer is a way of life, and both welcome the chance at winning a million pounds on the most popular game show on earth. Diana's husband is bewildered by his family's obsession until Diana turns to him to keep her dream alive.

Pia Di Ciaula, ACE, Editor

Selah And The Spades
Five factions run the underground life at prestigious Haldwell boarding school. The head of the most powerful faction - The Spades - is Selah Summers. By turns charming and callous, she chooses whom to keep close and whom to cut loose, walking the fine line between being feared and loved.

Kate Abernathy, Editor
Self Made: Inspired By The Life Of Madam C.J. Walker

The Fight Of The Century

Aspiring to be more than a washerwoman, Sarah grows determined to sell Addie’s hair product. But when she’s cruelly rebuffed, the gloves come off.

Jessica Hernández, Editor

Share

After discovering a disturbing video from a night she doesn’t remember, sixteen-year-old Mandy must try and figure out what happened and how to navigate the escalating fallout.

Shelby Siegel, ACE, Editor

The Spy

Home

While Israel prepares to strike a Syrian target identified by Eli, suspicion closes in around him. Retaliation is swift -- and ruthless.

Simon Herman, Editor

Stargirl

A boy becomes intrigued by a mysterious and quirky student named Stargirl and spends his time trying to know more about her.

Tracey Wadmore-Smith, ACE, Editor
Shayar Bhansali, Editor

Steven Universe The Movie

After so many harrowing adventures, Steven and the Gems are ready to celebrate how far they’ve come with a movie musical! Little do they know they’re about to face their worst enemy yet.

Paul Douglas, Supervising Editor

The Terror: Infamy

A Sparrow In A Swallow’s Nest

In 1941, Chester Nakayama is caught between his insular Japanese-American neighborhood on Terminal Island and his current all-American life. Extreme circumstances push his community and personal life to the brink, all while someone watches closely.

Christopher Nelson, ACE, Editor

Togo

In the winter of 1925, the treacherous terrain of the Alaskan tundra tests the strength, courage and determination of one man, Leonhard Seppala, and his lead sled dog, Togo.

Martin Pensa, ACE, Editor

Too Old To Die Young

Volume 1: The Devil

A Los Angeles Sheriff’s Deputy is slowly dragged into a dark underworld following a tragic shooting.

Matthew Newman, Supervising Editor
**Transparent Musicale Finale**

When the Pfeffermans face a life-changing loss, they begin a musical journey. As they face this new transition, they confront grief and come together to celebrate connection, joy and transformation.

Sunny Hodge, Editor  
Christal A. Khatib, Editor

**Troop Zero**

In rural 1977 Georgia, a misfit girl dreams of life in outer space. When a national competition offers her a chance at her dream, to be recorded on NASA’s Golden Record, she recruits a makeshift troop of Birdie Scouts, forging friendships that last a lifetime and beyond.

Catherine Haight, ACE, Editor

**Unbelievable**

**Episode 1**

As a traumatized young woman reports being raped by an intruder, she faces a whirlwind of emotions — and increasingly skeptical questions from police.

Jeffrey M. Werner, ACE, Editor

**Unbelievable**

**Episode 6**

Grace takes a bold step to get close to a suspect, Elias the intern makes a crucial discovery, and Marie slips into increasingly reckless behavior.

Keith Alexander Henderson, Editor

**Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt: Kimmy vs. The Reverend**

Kimmy Schmidt sets off on her biggest adventure yet. Three states! Private planes! Explosions! Karate! Will Kimmy defeat the Reverend and get to her wedding on time? With the help of her friend Titus, she's going to try, dammit!

Kyle Gilman, Editor

**Unorthodox**

**Part 1**

Born and raised in a New York Hasidic community, Esty struggles after a fruitless first year of marriage. She runs away to Berlin and finds new freedom.

Hansjörg Weissbrich, BFS, Editor

**Watchmen**

**A God Walks In To Abar**

Angela’s mysterious past in Vietnam is at last revealed.

Henk Van Eeghen, ACE, Editor
**Watchmen**

**It's Summer And We're Running Out Of Ice**

In an alternate America where police conceal their identities behind masks to protect themselves from a terrorist organization, Detective Angela Abar investigates the attempted murder of a fellow officer with Chief, Judd Crawford. Meanwhile, the Lord of a Country Estate receives an anniversary gift from his loyal servants.

David Eisenberg, Editor

---

**Watchmen**

**This Extraordinary Being**

Deep under the influence of Nostalgia, Angela gets a firsthand account of her grandfather's journey.

Anna Hauger, Editor

---

**Years And Years**

**Episode 4**

As events heat up across Europe, Daniel embarks on a quest to bring Viktor home. Rosie sets up her own business with new boyfriend. With her suspicions confirmed, Celeste exposes Stephen's secret life to the family. Meanwhile, Viv Rook sets her sights on the ultimate prize: No. 10 Downing Street.

Billy Sneddon, Editor

---

**Z-O-M-B-I-E-S 2**

After a groundbreaking semester at Seabrook High, Zed and Addison continue to steer both their school and community toward unity. The arrival of a group of outsiders – mysterious werewolves – threatens the newfound peace and causes a rift in Zed and Addison’s romance.

Lisa Binkley, CCE, Editor

---

**ZeroZeroZero**

**Tampico Skies**

When the infighting within the 'Ndrangheta puts at risk the Lynwood family's business and A1:N11 the latter have to take the matter in their own hands.

Hervé Schneid, ACE, Editor
Anita Roth, Additional Editor

---

End of Category
Outstanding Picture Editing For Variety Programming

ACM Presents: Our Country
ACM Special: country stars from their homes.
Booey Kober, Editor

AFI Life Achievement Award: A Tribute To Denzel Washington
AFI's annual tradition gathers American film's finest to honor Denzel Washington in a gala celebration of artistic inspiration--and the GOAT. With Mahershala Ali, Chadwick Boseman, Jodie Foster, Jamie Foxx, Morgan Freeman, Michael B. Jordan, Spike Lee, Issa Rae, Julia Roberts, Cicely Tyson and a performance from Jennifer Hudson.
Michael Polito, Editor
Linda Arellano, Editor
Josh Porro, Editor
Tim Schultz, Editor
Chester Contaoi, Editor

Alice Wetterlund: My Mama Is A Human And So Am I
Follow comedian / actor Alice Wetterlund as she reveals her personal struggles with peeping toms, cat-rearing, alcoholism and the secret alien conspiracy behind new country music.
Brenda Carlson, Edited by

Alonzo Bodden: Heavy Lightweight
In this day and age if it were all heavy it wouldn't be a comedy special, it would be a depression special. Alonzo Bodden is very aware of this, so he goes back and forth, from Heavy to Lightweight, because he knows we need a break from news in comedy.
Brenda Carlson, Edited by

Alternatino With Arturo Castro
The Date
Arturo dates a woman obsessed with his Latino-ness, a father struggles to have the sex talk with his woke son, and the Guatemalan tourism industry tries a new tactic.

Jon Higgins, Editor
Kate Pedatella, Editor
Jon Philpot, Editor
Laura Weinberg, Editor
Nate Floody, Editor

Astronomy Club: The Sketch Show
Lamp Room
The group moves into the Astronomy Clubhouse, and alliances form. An ER for hair. Robin Hood robs a black family. The house fights over a moon lamp.

Jon Higgins, Editor
Nathan Floody, Editor
Will Batchelor, Editor
Laura Weinberg, Editor
Ryan Spears, Editor
Aziz Ansari: Right Now
Aziz Ansari shares deep personal insights and hilarious takes on wokeness, family and social climate.
Jeff Buchanan, ACE, Editor

Ben Platt Live From Radio City Music Hall
Backed by a full band and a ready wit, actor Ben Platt opens up a very personal songbook onstage -- numbers from his debut LP, "Sing to Me Instead."
Hamish Lyons, Editor

A Black Lady Sketch Show
Your Boss Knows You Don't Have Eyebrows
A woman who looks sick without makeup goes barefaced to her co-worker's dismay; a groom can't commit at the altar; Trinity the Invisible Spy hunts down an elusive villain; aggressively normal contestants perform at the Basic Ball; a trip to the office Lost & Found reveals a killer's secret.
Daysha Broadway, Edited By
Stacy Moon, Edited By
Shaheed Qaasim, Edited By

Brad Paisley Thinks He's Special
Country music superstar, Brad Paisley, hosts this prime-time special, showcasing the energy of Music City from Nashville's iconic War Memorial Auditorium through a combination of Paisley's signature humor, unexpected surprises, heartfelt field pieces and rousing musical performances.
Bill DeRonde, Editor
Chester Contaoi, Editor
Tim Schultz, Editor
Jason Lyons, Editor
Scott Mele, Editor

Christmas Under The Stars With John Legend
John Legend ushers in the Christmas season singing holiday classics and his own chart topping hits. Reflections on his Christmas celebrations, Legend talks about his childhood, cherished traditions and memories and importance of family.
Adam L. Banks, Editor

Conan Without Borders: Ghana
On his adventure to Ghana, Conan O'Brien is accompanied by Sam Richardson (Veep) whose family is from the African nation to learn about "The Year of Return".
Robert James Ashe, Editor
Christopher Heller, Editor
Matthew Shaw, Editor

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah
Dulcé Sloan Roasts the Media's Homes (segment)
After being inundated with Coronavirus news coverage 24/7, Dulcé Sloan mutes the news. This leads her to give a well-deserved roast of quarantined newscasters' home decor and style.
Catherine Trasborg, Editor
The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

Jordan Klepper Fingers The Pulse: Hershey, PA (Segment)

Jordan Klepper kicks off his 2020 campaign trail coverage by interviewing zealous supporters of President Trump during the run-up to a Trump rally in Hershey, PA.

Nikolai Johnson, Editor

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

Mental Health Stigma In The Black Community (Segment)

Black people face major obstacles in accessing mental health services, including racial inequalities in diagnosing mental illness, a lack of black therapists and a cultural stigma that favors church over therapy. So Jaboukie Young-White turns to Roy Wood Jr. for therapy that looks a little more like church.

Mark Paone, Editor

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

Roy Wood Jr. Investigates Alternative Meat Technologies (Segment)

Roy Wood Jr. talks to three food experts at the forefront of the alternative meat industry to determine how harmful eating beef really is to the environment and to get a literal taste of what the future might have to offer for meat alternatives.

Einar Westerlund, Editor

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

Staging The Democratic Primary Debate: The Thrilling Backstory (Segment)

On the night of the first 2020 Democratic primary debate, Trevor reveals how a ragtag team of experts banded together to tackle a seemingly impossible challenge. Roy Wood Jr. assembles a team of experts to attempt the impossible: Build a debate stage for 20 Democratic candidates.

Tom Favilla, Editor

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

Trevor Talks Coronavirus Unemployment

Trevor covers the news of the day: President Trump cuts funding to the World Health Organization and Kellyanne Conway misrepresents COVID-19. Trevor delves into Coronavirus unemployment, Jaboukie Young-White finishes Netflix, and Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot chats with Trevor about coronavirus complications, including availability of testing and domestic violence.

Erin Shannon, Editor

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

Trevor Talks Love In The Time Of Coronavirus

Trevor covers the news of the day: Waffle House starts selling its waffle mix, Saudi Arabia stops bombing Yemen due to the pandemic, Dr. Fauci offers some hope, and coronavirus starts infecting relationships. Jordan Klepper learns about doomsday preparation, and Darren Walker discusses the threat COVID-19 poses to incarcerated Americans.

Mike Choi, Editor
The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

Trump's Coronavirus Address (Bloopers Included) And Trevor's Audience Tribute Song

Trevor covers the news of the day: Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson contract Coronavirus, the NBA suspends its season indefinitely, and President Trump failed to ease America's Coronavirus fears but managed to create some unbelievable outtakes. Trevor pays tribute to the studio audience, and Octavia Spencer chats about "Self Made."

Mike Choi, Editor
Tom Favilla, Editor
Nikolai Johnson, Editor
Mark Paone, Editor
Erin Shannon, Editor
Catherine Trasborg, Editor
Einar Westerlund, Editor
Robert York, Editor

Daniel Sloss: X

Taped in Sydney, Australia, Sloss skewers society's gender constructs and mines his own personal experiences, flipping the script on what we've come to expect from male comedians in terms of talking about gender and sexuality. Sloss provides insights, along with his unexpurgated Scottish-level swearing and brazen disregard for uncomfortable topics.

Jon Blow, Editor

Dave Chappelle: Sticks & Stones

Dave Chappelle takes on gun culture, the opioid crisis and the tidal wave of celebrity scandals in a defiant stand-up special filmed in Atlanta.

Jeff U'Ren, Editor

Dave Chappelle: The Kennedy Center Mark Twain Prize For American Humor

The art of comedy, freedom of speech, and growing up black in America are some of the themes explored, as an all-star lineup of entertainers salute and celebrate the career achievements of comedian Dave Chappelle, the recipient of the 22nd Annual Mark Twain Prize for American Humor.

Brad Gilson, Editor
Chester G Contaoi, Editor
Jon Alloway, Editor
Pi Ware, Package Editor
Brian Forbes, Package Editor

Desus & Mero

Built-In Gratuity

Desus Nice and The Kid Mero sound off on pop culture, politics, sports and more, now coming to you from their own homes. Illustrious guest: Joe Biden.

Matt Askinazi, Editor
Quinn Moticka, Editor
Casey Brooks, Editor
Juan Galindo, Editor

The Disney Family Singalong

Filmed and edited during a global pandemic on a tight turnaround time the 'at home' nature of both disciplines was challenged and overcome to create a seamless piece of entertainment for the nation.

James Collett, Lead Editor
**The Disney Family Singalong Vol. 2**

Filmed and edited during a global pandemic on a tight turnaround time the ‘at home’ nature of both disciplines was challenged and overcome to create a seamless piece of entertainment for the nation.

James Collett, Lead Editor

**Drunk History**

Bad Blood

Mary Mallon spreads typhoid fever wherever she goes, and Cleopatra’s younger sister Arsinoe schemes her way in and out of power in Ancient Egypt.

John Sandlin, Editor

**Fortune Feimster: Sweet & Salty**

Actor, comedian and writer Fortune Feimster takes the stage and riffs on her southern roots, sexual awakenings, showbiz career and more.

Angel Gamboa Bryant, Editor
Kliff Svatos, Editor
Jamie Conklin, Editor

**Frankenstein's Monster's Monster, Frankenstein**

When actor David Harbour finds lost footage of his father’s disastrous televised stage play of a literary classic, he uncovers shocking family secrets.

Santiago Pedroza, Editor

**Full Frontal With Samantha Bee**

Little Show In The Big Woods

Full Frontal addresses our nation’s growing problem with food insecurity and the ways COVID-19 has amplified an already dire situation. Plus, Sam uses technology to stay safe while getting social and Mike Rubens imagines what the nation might look like post-pandemic.

Jesse Coane, Editor
Andrew Mendelson, Editor
Daphne Gomez-Mena, Editor
Jim Mauro, Additional Editor

**Garth Brooks: Gershwin Prize For Popular Song**

The Library of Congress celebrates Garth Brooks as he receives one of music's highest honors: The Gershwin Prize for Popular Song.

Mark Stepp, Editor

**Gary Gulman: The Great Depresh**

Through stand-up comedy and documentary, The Great Depresh recounts Gary Gulman’s harrowing lifelong journey through depression, mental illness and remission. Through Gulman's warm onstage humor and real glimpses of the comic’s life off the stage, the special hilariously opens a dialogue and destigmatizes an ailment that afflicts millions.

Jesse Gordon, Editor
77th Annual Golden Globe Awards
Ellen DeGeneres Tribute Montage (Segment)
The Carol Burnett Award Tribute clip reel honoring Ellen DeGeneres for the 2020 Golden Globe Awards
Nicholas Goodman, Editor

Graduate Together: America Honors The High School Class Of 2020
Host Lebron James, along with a collection of actors, musicians, influencers, and educators across the U.S. honor the Class of 2020. The broadcast includes a commencement address by Barack Obama, celebrity performances, and inspirational vignettes for those students whose graduation ceremonies and proms were cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
James Collett, Editor
Sharon Everitt, Editor
Billy Jones, Editor
Dan Morita, Editor
Chris Rodriguez, Editor
Nick Scullard, Editor
Ken Yankee, Editor

Happiness Continues: A Jonas Brothers Concert Film
A live concert experience and exclusive look into life on the road with the Jonas Brothers during their Happiness Begins concert tour.
Taylor Alexander Ward, Editor

Homefest: James Corden’s Late Late Show Special
James Corden hosted this global special safely from his own garage. Bringing people together to keep them apart. With performances of music, comedy and magic from artists all around the world; from London to Italy, South Korea to LA; raising much needed money and awareness for Covid-19.
Tom Jarvis, Editor
David LaMattina, Editor
Thomas Nolle, Editor
James Ralph, Editor
Benjamin Stout, Editor

iHeart Living Room Concert For America
Hosted by Elton John, the very first "at-home" music special featuring artists from their own living rooms performing to support front-line workers fighting the pandemic. Alicia Keys, Backstreet Boys, Billie Eilish, Mariah Carey, Billie Joe Armstrong, Camila Cabello, Shawn Mendes, Dave Grohl, Tim McGraw, and H.E.R. all gave spirited performances.
Bill DeRonde, Editor
John Cox, Editor

Ilana Glazer: The Planet Is Burning
In Ilana Glazer’s debut standup special she shares her thoughts on partnership, being a successful stoner adult, Nazis, Diva Cups, and more. This hour proves how useless the patriarchy is. The Planet Is Burning, and it’s time a short, queer, hairy New York Jew screams it in your face!
Brenda Carlson, Editor
**The Iliza Shlesinger Sketch Show**

Episode 1

A "Jackass" prank show with women ends in tears, "A Star Is Born" goes to the dogs, and handy Mom Alerts warn adult children about potential dangers.

Justin Donaldson, Editor  
Adam Svatek, Editor

---

**#IMomSoHard Live**

Comedians Kristin Hensley and Jen Smedley of the viral webseries #IMOMSOHARD bring you their 2-person stand-up show! Combining stand-up & improvisation, the two share their honest and self-effacing humor on topics ranging from friendship, periods, sex after marriage, body image, and parenting failures.

Brenda Carlson, Editor

---

**Jayde Adams: Serious Black Jumper**

Jayde Adams brings her latest stand-up show to the screen. If you want to be a 'successful independent woman person' you better have something to say and you better be wearing the feminist wardrobe staple; the Serious Black Jumper™.

Nick King, Editor

---

**Jim Gaffigan: Quality Time**

Jim Gaffigan doesn’t understand why we aren’t more honest about the reasons we don’t want to attend events, while at the same time embrace lying to kids. In his comedy special, he covers everything from horses and dog birthdays to traveling and museums.

Brenda Carlson, Editor

---

**Jimmy Kimmel Live!**

Hey Jimmy Kimmel, I Told My Kids I Ate All Their Halloween Candy 2019 (segment)

Every year we ask parents to pretend they ate their kids' Halloween Candy and post it to YouTube. We get over a thousand videos and narrow it down to only the best. This is the 9th annual "Hey Jimmy Kimmel I Told My Kids I Ate All Their Halloween Candy.”

Kevin McCullough, Editor

---

**Jimmy Kimmel Live!**

How to Have Sex at the Olympics by Nick Kroll (segment)

Nick Kroll talks about his new movie Olympic Dreams, and he introduces a special instructional video he produced to help the athletes navigate sexual activities in the new cardboard beds in the Olympic Village.

Andy Schrader, Editor

---

**Jimmy Kimmel Live!**

Jimmy Kimmel & Guillermo Pitch Cartoons to The New Yorker (segment)

When Jimmy was a kid he wanted to be an artist, specifically to draw comics and cartoons. When we took the show to New York Jimmy thought it might be fun to see if he could get a cartoon published in The New Yorker.

Matt Williams, Editor
**Jimmy Kimmel Live!**
Modern Family Documentarian (segment)

Over the past eleven seasons we've learned a lot about the characters on "Modern Family," but one thing we never knew was who has been shooting this documentary about them. It's a mystery that was finally revealed after their series finale.

Jason Bielski, Editor

---

**Jimmy O. Yang: Good Deal**

Performed live at the Neptune Theater in Seattle, Jimmy O. Yang: Good Deal covers Jimmy’s interactions with immigrant parents, his thoughts on Matt Damon, and whether ghosts will haunt one-bedroom apartments.

Brenda Carlson, Editor

---

**John Mulaney & The Sack Lunch Bunch**

John Mulaney and his kid pals tackle existential topics for all ages with catchy songs, comedy sketches and special guests in a nostalgic variety special.

Adam Epstein, Editor

---

**The Kacey Musgraves Christmas Show**

Kacey Musgraves' update on the classic holiday variety special features new songs and time-honored classics. Special guests include Camila Cabello, Kendall Jenner, James Corden, Lana Del Rey, the Radio City Rockettes, and many more.

Guy Harding, Editor

---

**Last Week Tonight With John Oliver**

Eat Shit Bob! (segment)

Main Story: A look at how SLAPP suits are designed to stifle public dissent, featuring both an update on a lawsuit against the show, and a musical number on the streets of New York featuring a troupe of dancers, Brian D'Arcy James, and a barbershop quartet of squirrels.

Ryan Barger, Editor

---

**Last Week Tonight With John Oliver**

The Journey of ChiiJohn: Chapter 2 (segment)

Feeling exhausted after a tough year, John Oliver writes a letter to his Japanese-mascot-otter friends, ChiiJohn and Shinjo-kun. In Japan, the two mascots receive his message and travel to New York City in an attempt to surprise their sad friend. Hugh Bonneville narrates their heartwarming adventure.

Anthony Miale, Editor

---

**The Late Late Show With James Corden**

The Late Late Christmas Show

James Corden packed the final episode of 2019 with a Billie Eilish Carpool Karaoke; a visit to Cats School with Taylor Swift, Rebel Wilson and more; a holiday music video by fake 90s boy band Boyz II Menorah; and Mariah Carey performing "All I Want for Christmas Is You."

Brad Conlin, Editor

Tom Jarvis, Editor
Late Night With Seth Meyers

Seth and Rihanna Go Day Drinking (segment)

In this segment, Seth and Rihanna go "Day Drinking" and he gets drunk enough to try to sing one of her hits until she has no choice but to join him.

Devon Schwab, Editor

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

Stephen Colbert Is "Darrylgorn" In The Next Installment Of The "Lord Of The Rings" Saga (segment)

The fourth night of New Zealand week is highlighted by an epic cinematic trailer for a new trilogy centered around Colbert's character from "The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug."

Andrew Matheson, Editor

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

Stephen Colbert Learns How To Act Like A Kiwi In Wellington, New Zealand (segment)

"Stephen Colbert: The Newest Zealander" continues with Colbert exploring the city of Wellington with New Zealand natives Lucy Lawless and Bret McKenzie. Guest: Helena Bonham Carter

Amanda Sprecher, Editor

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

Stephen Colbert Treks To Remote Parts Of New Zealand To Test His Mettle As The Newest Zealander (segment)

Stephen Colbert closes out a week of shows featuring his journey to New Zealand with an epic adventure showcasing the natural wonders of the island-nation and finds himself tubing down a glacier and bungee jumping. Guests: Daniel Craig, Lena Waithe.

Jason Baker, Editor

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

Stephen Colbert: The Newest Zealander Visits PM Jacinda Ardern (segment)

Stephen Colbert kicks off New Zealand week with a VIP airport pickup from the island-nation's Prime Minister, Jacinda Ardern. Colbert interviews the PM in her home and joins her, her husband and special guest Lorde for a backyard barbecue. Guests: Adam Driver, The 1975.

Rachel Whitaker, Editor

Let’s Go Crazy: The Grammy Salute To Prince

Special honoring Prince and his music.

Booey Kober, Editor
Bill Miller, Editor
David W. Foster, Editor
Jon Regul, Editor
A Little Late With Lilly Singh
Mister America
We were formatted like most late night shows (Monologue, Desk bit, Guest interview, Fun segment) but this one was more of a challenge as we created a mini "Mister America pageant / competition," using 3 cameras and a jib.

Glenn Darby, Editor

Mike E. Winfield: StepMan
Who says you can’t get along with those annoying step kids? Mike E. Winfield explains the challenges of marrying an older woman and being a step father to a son with whom he shares similar qualities. Step Son AND Step Homies!
Brenda Carlson, Editor

My Favorite Shapes By Julio Torres
The comedian, Saturday Night Live writer and Los Espookys star, Julio Torres, examines his favorite shapes – which include a plexiglass square, an oval that wishes it were a circle, a self-conscious cactus, a Ferrero Rocher chocolate and more. Guest voices include Lin-Manuel Miranda, Ryan Gosling and Emma Stone.
Adam Epstein, Editor

One World: Together At Home
Together at Home is an eight-hour special that aired simultaneously on three broadcast networks, 20 cable networks, dozens of major streaming platforms, and in 175 countries. It raised $127.9 million for healthcare workers and the WHO’s COVID-19 efforts.
Bill DeRonde, Editor
Buzz Chapman, Editor
Guy Harding, Editor
Chester Contaoi, Editor

The Oscars
Documentary Impact (segment)
Mark Ruffalo narrates a reel which spotlights the power of documentary films and how they can capture truth, inspire new generations and bring people closer together.

Peter Geuther, Editor
Jeff Elefterion, Editor

The Oscars
In Memoriam (segment)
An annual homage during the Oscars to members of the film community who have passed away. This year’s segment celebrated the lives of artists and craftspersons lost this past year, including actor/producer Kirk Douglas and director/writer/producer John Singleton, with a performance by Billie Eilish of the Beatles song, “Yesterday.”

Jeff Elefterion, Editor
A Parks And Recreation Special
Leslie Knope uses a phone tree to check-in with her friends, family, and favorite citizens of Pawnee -- finding a way to buoy their mental and emotional health during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Matthew Freund, Editor

Patriot Act With Hasan Minhaj
Fast Fashion Pop-Up (segment)
Thanks to fast fashion brands, people are buying more new clothes than ever before. But our desire to look good is taking a huge environmental toll.
Paul Frost, Editor

Ramy Youssef: Feelings
Filmed in the iconic Chicago Cultural Center, the special is hyper contemporary—taking up post-truth, identity, Jussie Smollett, and 9/11. It's about the thoughts we don't want to have and the ones we didn't even know existed. It's twisty comedy that reflects the circuity and complexity of the space itself.
Joanna Naugle, Editor

Rob Delaney: Jackie
Rob Delaney unpacks the horror and the joys of his life in London: swimming in tea, getting scammed, being a father and a husband, the monarchy, the rise of the sexbots, and the disappearance of his friend Jackie.
Tim Ellison, Editor

Russell Peters: Deported
Russell Peters takes his culturally comedic roadshow to the land of his ancestors, Mumbai, India for an evening that's as informative as it is entertaining. Reflecting on his own immigrant lineage Peters proves why he's more than one in 1.3 billion.
Dave Higby, Editor

Saturday Night Live
The Grouch (segment)
David Harbour is Oscar the Grouch in a gritty rendition of Sesame Street, seen through the lens of Todd Phillips' "Joker." The parody follows Oscar, a garbage man, on his journey to become The Grouch. Elmo, Mr. Snuffleupagus, Bert and Ernie and other Sesame Street characters make an appearance.
Sean McIlraith, Film Unit Editor

Saturday Night Live
Home For The Holidays (segment)
Eddie Murphy, a man hosting his extended family for the holidays, gives a touching speech before dinner that holds back all the messy realities of spending time with loved ones. The toast is sweet, omitting familial nuisances like kitchen frustrations, loud early morning hacking from grandpa, and unwelcome intimacy.
Ryan McIlraith, Film Unit Editor
Saturday Night Live

What Up With That (segment)
Kenan Thompson returns as a talk show host who keeps running out of time to interview his guests - Charles Barkley, DJ Khaled and Mikey - because he keeps singing the show's theme song. His guests are frustrated as Kenan sings with band and dancers.

Jeremiah Shuff, Senior Film Unit Editor

Savage X Fenty Show

A visual event, giving us a look into Rihanna's creative process for her latest lingerie collection. Modeled by incredible, diverse talent; celebrating all genders and sizes; and featuring performances by the hottest music artists.
Livio Sanchez, Lead Editor
Guy Harding, Lead Editor
Bill DeRonde, Senior Editor
Alistair Knapp, Editor
Eric Singer, Editor
Peter Zachwieja, Editor

Tiffany Haddish Presents: They Ready

Flame Monroe
Fierce, funny and fabulous, the fiery drag queen lights up the stage with quips about TSA pat-downs, political "gangstas" and parenthood.
Angel Gamboa Bryant, Senior Editor
Ian Kornbluth, Editor

Tiffany Haddish: Black Mitzvah

On her 40th birthday, Tiffany Haddish drops a bombastic special studded with singing, dancing and raunchy reflections on her long road to womanhood.
Angel Gamboa Bryant, Editor
Ian Kornbluth, Editor
Kliff Svatos, Editor

Tiger King: Murder, Mayhem And Madness

The Tiger King And I
In the Official Netflix aftershow, Joel McHale talks with Jeff, Saff, Erik and more to get their reactions to the series, their portrayals and their new fame.
Oren Castro, Lead Editor
David Michael Maurer, ACE, Editor

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

"Don't Stand So Close To Me" (segment)
Broadcast from Jimmy's home with help from his family, Jimmy shares fans' #MyQuarantineSuperPower hashtags, and sings "Don't Stand So Close To Me" with Sting and The Roots. Plus, Jimmy and Questlove interview Mike D & Ad-Rock of the Beastie Boys and Anna Kendrick shows her Lego creations.
John MacDonald, BMI, Editor
Whitmer Thomas: The Golden One

Provocative, unique and intensely personal, this stand-up show finds Whitmer Thomas returning home to the famed Flora-Bama Lounge, where his late mother and twin sister used to perform. The unconventional comic reflects on his Alabama childhood vs. his current life in L.A., his identity as an "aging-emo kid," and more.

Clay Tatum, Editor